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What Makes Jyotish Astrology So Special? 

Jyotish is a Sanskrit word that translates as the study of light (Jyoti means light).
Rooted in a tradition that can be traced back thousands of years, Jyotish has a
very long history of being a tool of self discovery and awakening. 
 
The knowledge of jyotish is among the numerous Vedic texts. These ancient texts
have been largely passed from generation to generation as an oral tradition, yet
were originally cognized by enlightened rishis of the past. Eventually the
knowledge and wisdom of these rishis was written into the volumes of Vedic texts
we know today. 
 
Each of these ancient Vedic texts has a purpose- which is to help humans
awaken and become fully realized, enlightened. Although the Hindu religion uses
the Vedic texts as resources for their beliefs, the Vedic texts pre-date this
organized religion. This is an important distinction to make; the Vedic texts are
not in and of themselves a religion, though the Hindu religion is based on them.
Therefore, Jyotish is not a religion either. 
 
The Jyotish texts are among the many recognized Vedic texts, and are part of the
Angas, or Six Limbs of the Vedas. The Jyotish texts incorporate both astronomy
and astrology, and are connected to the eyes, our ability to see; Jyotish is
considered to be the "eye of the Vedas" quite literally. The purpose of the Jyotish
texts is to awaken one to their cosmic, divine existence, to truly teach the reality
of "as is the macrocosm, so is the microcosm." 
 
The recognized grandfather of Jyotish is considered to be Parashara. He was
truly a sage, an enlightened being by all accounts, who lived around 2 to 3,000
B.C. according to Indian historians. It was Parashara who wrote the Jyotish texts
originally, into what is known today as the Brihat Parashara Hora Shastra. This
has been a guiding resource for Jyotishis (students of Jyotish) for millenniums
and is a foundational understanding of Jyotish, the principles, practices and
cosmic intelligence that guides our human existence- whether we choose to
recognize this phenomenon as reality or not. 
 
The ancient tradition of Eastern astrology, or the sidereal system, has a profound
lineage of masters, of seers, that is linked to it; this is unparalleled in the modern,
Western astrology realms (also known as Tropical astrology). Though ancient
Vedic astrologers were well aware of the difference between the fixed zodiac
(sidereal or nirayana chakra in Sanskrit), versus the moveable zodiac (tropical or
sayana chakra in Sanskrit), they chose to use the sidereal zodiac for reasons of
accuracy.
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Western astrology, the way it is used today is quite new, and it cannot be linked
to ancient roots like that of the sidereal system. I believe this to be the most
important distinction between the tropical and sidereal approaches to astrology.
I'm a traditionalist in many regards. I want a lineage connected to my knowledge
and resources. Lineage is important for me in order to trust the knowledge that
I'm receiving. The wisdom and guidance of the ancient Jyotish system provides 
this for me. 
 
Essentially, Eastern astrology, the sidereal approach to studying the cosmic self,
is based on the fixed reality of life, that which is unchanging. The ancient Jyotishis
knew that using a fixed zodiac was ideal as this mirrors the essence of our non-
changing self, the Atman, or soul. This non-changing expression of reality, of our
cosmic existence, is expressed eloquently in the Mahavakyas and can be stated
quite simply as tat tvam asi, or thou art That. 
 
In contrast, the Western approach to astrology, or Tropical approach, is based on
the moveable, changing reality of life which is expressed through that fact that
these charts are based on the unfixed zodiac. This is a decidedly poignant
distinction that I feel truly accentuates the many differences, philosophically and
otherwise, between Eastern and Western approaches. As with predominant
Western-centric ideals, there is an obsession with all aspects of life that are not 
lasting, that are fleeting illusions. The East knows better.  
 
It is well documented that when the calendar shifted from Moon based, to Sun
based during Caesar's rule, there was also a shift in how the divine feminine and
women in general, were perceived, treated and recognized within society. 
 
A shift happened during Roman rule which cost humanity greatly. This is when
the ultimate shift occurred between honoring feminine ideals versus masculine
ideals. This is when Western values and philosophies, and the mind, the mental
body, became king. This is the historical time period when women, and our innate
intuitive gifts, began to be feared and made evil. This is the time when dogmatic,
base religious ideals took over, and ultimately suppressed the awareness of 
cosmic intelligence within every human being. This is when the goddess died,
and the male god came into predominant power. 
 
As a result of this intense shift in consciousness, a deep appreciation, respect
and reverence for the divine feminine, the emotional body, intuition and women
was lost. I've spent years studying the goddess and how the divine feminine was
slowly killed off; killed not only within our cultural and historical understandings,  
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but also killed within our own awareness. This absence, and Her denial, is what I
consider to be the most tragic and striking loss for our Westerncentric civilization 
as a whole. 
 
The issue of the goddess and the divine feminine may seem like a separate
concern, not connected to the differences between sidereal and tropical
astrology. However, I see the connection as a striking and important one. 
 
The Vedic tradition recognizes that the energy of the Moon is feminine and has
qualities that correlate to the divine feminine within us and also the function of the
Divine Feminine in Nature as well. The Sun is recognized as a decidedly
masculine energetic expression, which expresses itself within us and in Nature as
well. (It is not just the Vedic tradition that honors the Moon as the feminine and
the Sun as the masculine energy though.) 
 
Using a solar based calendar and basing our sense of time on the solar aspects
of life, the masculine, negates the important impact the Moon has on our life and
on time itself. In fact, the Moon is our most remarkable entity for marking time
accurately. The phases of the Moon, the ones we see as the Moon waxes and
wanes, are perhaps the most basic expression of the Moon as natural time
keeper. In Vedic astrology, the understanding that Moon is our time keeper, is
quite elaborate and truly worth studying.  
 
For me, these are all remarkable philosophical distinctions between the Eastern
and Western approaches to astrology. As a Vedic astrology scholar (life long
student), I never cease to be amazed at the depth, the understanding and the
recognition of the masculine and feminine dynamic that is interwoven into the
Vedic knowledge. The feminine is recognized in fact, as having more importance
than the masculine in many ways. For without the Moon, its nurturing qualities, its
ability to comfort, support and most importantly, to create, there would be no
existence. No mother, no life. The feminine is who brings us life, brings us into
being. 
 
This foundational understanding within the Vedic texts, as well as the Jyotish
texts, honors the Divine Feminine very intimately. It is one of the very important
reasons Jyotish is a premier resource for understanding ourselves, our innate
nature and the depths of our cosmic existence. But the depth and profundity
doesn’t stop there. The vast layers of knowledge that Jyotish astrology offers, far
surpasses anything that has come since. As we study our jyotish chart, we
discover layer by layer, a portal into our cosmic existence.  
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Why Western Astrology is not accurate 

As a Vedic Astrologer, one of the most common questions I hear is: 
 
What is Vedic Astrology? How is it different from "regular" astrology? 
 
Most Westerners don't even know there is more accurate form of astrology and
they have no idea that Eastern astrology, or Vedic Astrology, predates the
Western approach to astrological interpretation. Some people truly don't care that
they are ingesting cosmic misrepresentations and half truths. 
 
Even more surprising to me is the fact that many Westerners who study yoga fail
to deepen their knowledge of the Vedic Limbs- which includes a branch called
Jyotish, or Vedic Astrology. Every branch of the Vedas contains resources for
awakening, or enlightenment. Vedic astrology, or Jyotish, is a powerful resource
for increasing the light of awareness, jyoti. 
 
Many people who learn the differences between Western and Eastern astrology,
realize that they have studied false information for years. Western, or Tropical
astrology, simply put, is highly inaccurate. Yet it predominates as the mainstream
understanding of astrology in the West. As surprising as this is, it speaks volumes
about Westerncentric interpretations of knowledge and wisdom. 
 
The depth, layers and ancient lineage of jyotish astrology are incomparable.
Simply put, the West has nothing like it. But there are even more glaring
differences between Jyotish (or Sidereal astrology) and Tropical (or Western
astrology). 
 
There are two ways of measuring the zodiac- a Tropical approach and a Sidereal
approach. The different measurements are an important distinction to understand.
The Sidereal zodiac is based on the fixed sky, the stars- which do not move.
Whereas the Tropical zodiac is based on the moveable, unfixed sky, and uses the
constantly changing vernal equinox for its measurements. 
 
Besides the metaphoric differences of a fixed vs. unfixed zodiac, there is an even
more important difference that determines the fate of accuracy. The Eastern
Sidereal system is astronomically accurate because it uses the Sun's position in
relation to the skies. Planetary movement is tracked against the fixed position of
the stars- which honors astral positions accurately. 
 
The Western Tropical zodiac is based on the relationship of the Sun to the Earth. 
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It tracks planetary movement from the view point of the Earth, and tracks the
planets from seasonal points, like spring time and the equinox. 
 
The differences between these two zodiacs sounds fine in theory, however, it
creates an unfortunate problem when calculating the starting point of the zodiac.
Where the zodiac begins is crucial for constructing an accurate chart. Accuracy
must be based on the reality of what is happening in the skies. Both systems
agree there are twelve signs, but because a difference has emerged in the
starting point of the zodiac, the Sidereal zodiac and the Tropical zodiacs no
longer align. The ancient Vedic astrologers understood the differences in these
two zodiacs and chose not to use a Tropical approach because they knew it
wasn't accurate. 
 
Tropical astrology marks the beginning of its zodiac from the seasonal point, or
vernal equinox. However due to complex astronomical shifts taking place, the
point of the vernal equinox changes slightly every year at a rate of about one
degree every 72 years. Over the last several hundred years, the starting point of
the astrological year has changed as a result. The Sidereal system takes this shift
into consideration, however, the Tropical system does not. As a result, there is
now roughly a 24 degree discrepancy between starting points of the Tropical and
Sidereal zodiacs. 
 
Tropical astrology doesn't take into consideration the slight but consistent shift
taking place annually between our earthly position in relation to the Sun. Over
hundreds of years, this 24 degree shift has slowly been taking place and the
starting point of the seasons (or equinox) has continued to change as well.
Eventually this difference will become so large that Western astrology will
become obsolete and will no longer have any relevance. Currently there is little to
no connection between the Tropical zodiac and what is happening astronomically
in the skies. 
 
Eastern astrology on the contrary is astronomically accurate because it is
consistently taking into consideration the current placement of the Sun in relation
to the skies. It is therefore an accurate expression of what is happening
cosmically from the vantage point of the sky and star patterns, or constellations.
The consistent and slow shift in seasons, our relationship to the Sun, and the
placement of the planets in relation to the stars, is all utilized in order to create a
true expression of the cosmos. 
 
The starting point of the zodiac is important for an accurate chart to be pulled.  
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After hundreds of years, Western astrology is still calling Aries the starting point of
the zodiac and uses the same start date every year- even though it is no longer
relevant. But due to the slow and steady astronomical shifts taking place, Aries is
actually not an accurate starting point any more. The 24 degree shift (which
continues to widen) is accounted for in Eastern calculations. Currently, according
to Sidereal calculations, the zodiac begins at about six degrees Pisces.  
 
Besides the way the charts are cast, the differences between Eastern and
Western astrology are vast. The depth, layers, intention, philosophy, as well as
the spiritual and dharmic clarity of Vedic astrology, far surpasses anything that
Western astrology can offer- hands down. 
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Reading a Jyotish chart

*This is a North Indian Style Jyotish Chart. 
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Reading a Jyotish chart requires being able to understand symbols, metaphors
and archetypes as a way to make meaning and piece together the “map” of one’s
karmas. I think of a jyotish chart like a web of overlapping energies that can be
looked at individually, or as a whole. It is the wholeness that shares the unique
expression of one’s life. In essence, the Jyotish chart is a map of one’s life story,
based on one’s previous karmas. These karmas effect our choices. With light
(jyoti) and awareness, we can create different choices which can impact us in
more beneficial ways. The Jyotish chart gives us this ability. It is a resource for
awareness and thus a tool for our own awakening if used as such.  
 
The many layers embedded in the Jyotish chart can be used for many different
purposes. I specifically use the karmic map as a means of informing the process
of transformation and healing. If we can unpack and understand our karmas more
intimately, we can use this information to inform our change process.  By
addressing our challenges and obstacles directly, as well as the resources and
support available karmically, we can more consciously take action steps.  
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These steps can in turn can create lasting, empowered choices that enhance and
improve our life, our journey and literally help us recreate our life story. There
really is no need to walk through life unconscious of our main karmic obstacles! 
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KARMAS

Karma is such a loaded word. This ancient Sanskrit word is often used incorrectly
as a reminder that you will either be punished or rewarded by your actions. The
reality is that karma just means action- neither positive nor negative. Every action,
however, does have a reaction, a result. 
 
I remember my guru, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, saying that "No one knows the
ways of karma. No one." 
 
This was a very bold statement coming from such an enlightened man!! As a
jyotishi, someone who studies karma, this is an especially intriguing and thought
provoking statement for me to contemplate.  
 
Jyotish is in fact the study of karma and it intimately involves looking at the results
of one's previous actions. Your jyotish chart is a map of your karmas at the time
of your birth. All the actions that were incurred from previous life times that led
you to the moment when life force, prana, brought you to life. 
 
I think of karma like luggage. Your bags are packed and they come with you on
this journey through life and death. Some bags get unpacked, some do not. Some
may get partially unpacked or re-packed. We all are carrying luggage and must
work creatively with what we have brought with us. How you work with the
contents of your karmic bags will determine the results and outcomes you
receive. 
 
Can we change our Karma, the contents of our suitcases? 
 
There are karmas that can be changed and karmas that can not be changed- no
matter how hard we try. Karmas are created just being alive, in a human form.
Complexity arrives with our pre-determined karmas vs. our personal choice-
karmas that we are creating right now. This is where the debate comes up about
how much choice we actually have in changing our lives. 
 
 
 
The Four Types of Karmas: 
 
        Samchita karmas are accumulated actions. They are dense, collective, and
the sum total of all our past actions. These past actions are a very fundamental
factor that determines your incarnation. 
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        Prarabdha karmas are those actions we’ve undertaken in this life time by
being born. They determine the type of birth we will experience in this life time
and what we've incurred karmically from our previous births, as well as the family
karmas we've taken on. This is the karma that is packed into our suitcase. The
Prarabdha karmas effect all aspects of our current incarnation and even the birth
process it self. 
 
Your jyotish chart shows these karmas very clearly. The jyotish chart tells what
actions have been incurred thus far and the possible ways they will ripen in this
life time- for better or worse. 
 
        Kriyamana karmas are based on our choices in the present life. These
karmas plant the seeds for the future and the results that will come to us as a
result. We are influenced greatly by our previous actions- which effect our current
choices- however, with diligence, willingness and determination, we can make life
changes through Kriyamana karmas. 
 
This is where the debate of free will begins. How much choice do we actually
have to change our lives when so much is actually pre-determined? 
 
        Agama karmas are those actions which are coming or approaching us.
These karmas are created by our desires (expressed through Rahu). Desire is
why we have incarnated into a human form on the Earth plane, into this lila, or
play of life. It is a vital part of our existence, our creativity and manifestation
process. The mind (imaginal body) creates from our desires while other 
influences support or negate these desires. 
 
The Agama karma's will cycle back into future karma's for this life and life times to
come. This is where we must work very consciously.  It is also why jyotish is so
importing for creating self awareness. 
 
Using one's jyotish chart to time life events, manage our desires, find "best
practice" for our efforts and even temper our desires, can help us bring more
consciousness to our karmas. Using Vedic wisdom, meditation and specific
healing modalities, we can start to make more conscious choices and action
steps. 
 
Samchita and Prarabdha karmas can not be changed. They are actions that have
already occurred and have set us up for our current life time. 

11
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However, working very diligently with Kriyamana and Agama karmas can greatly
effect our future karmas. Diligence and willingness (often determined by the
Samchita and Prarabdha karmas) are vital for making life changes that will effect
our future karmas. These choices can create new patterns for ourselves that will
bear fruits in this life time and future life times.  
 
But it's not quite that simple. 
 
Karmas also have levels of intensity based on how strongly they are gripping us.
There are three levels or strengths that determine how easily a karma can be
changed or moved. These karmic strengths can also be determined by studying
one's jyotish chart. 
 
        Drdha karmas are very strong and solid. Their grip is tight, closed and fixed.
The Buddha called Drdha karmas "written in stone". 
 
Some karmas are not as fixed or firm. These karmas are Drdha-Adrdha Karmas.
These karmas are not as solid and they express the middle range of intensity.
With effort, determination and conscious action steps, these karmas can be
shifted and changed. 
 
        Adrdha karmas are easily changed. Through conscious choices, life
changes, remedial measures and positive action steps, these karmas can be
more easily shifted and transformed. The Buddha referred to these karmas as
"written in sand".  
 
In one's jyotish chart, one's karmic life map, the intensity of your karmas can be
assessed and determined. Four factors are necessary to analyze one's karmas-
the houses and the house lords as well as the karaka (indication) of the house
itself. Finally, the house arudha (visible, tangible, externalized significations of the
house) is a determining factor in karmic results. Additionally, fixed signs show
karmas that are more drdha, dual signs offer more drdha-adrdha and moveable
signs offer more adrdha results.  
 
Ready to unlock the mystery of your karmas? 
 
The simple reality that every action has a reaction can not be disputed. It's the
results of our actions that can be difficult to determine though. There are millions
of possible responses with every action that is taken, so how can we be sure we
will have more positive outcomes? 
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I remind my clients to be clear on their intentions. What is your intended result for
your action steps? What type of response do you hope for? Use your intention as
a tuning fork and keep aligning your actions to it. 
 
Then, notice where you feel this intention in your body. What impact does it have
on your physical being? The body is the ultimate tuning fork, which can help us
align with our highest potential. The messages of the body can help you
determine if an action is going to have positive or negative effects on your life and
overall well being. The physical (and emotional) bodies are intimately linked to
our intuitive capabilities, our inner knowing. This is one of the main reasons I use
embodiment resources in conjunction with the wisdom of jyotish. 
 
Studying your jyotish chart is the most powerful tool for unlocking the mysteries of
your karmas. Using your karmic life map to deepen your understanding of why
you were born and what you are here to accomplish is invaluable. In fact, the
resource of jyotish is without a doubt the most powerful resource available for
personal development and growth. 
 
 
 
Read Your Jyotish Chart in Five Easy Steps 
 
Your Jyotish chart is a unique karmic map that shares the wisdom of life- past,
present and future. 
 
Your chart holds the key to understanding who you are on a mental, emotional,
physical and spiritual body level, while also sharing intimate secrets about your
healing and transformation process. 
 
Though jyotish is a Vedic science that takes hours, years and even life times to
fully explore and understand, there are some very basic steps for starting to peel
back the layers of your own jyotish chart. 
 
I share more elaborate and specific details in my weekly Jyotish Basics Classes,
but here are five simple steps to get you started right now.   
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1) Identify Your Rising Sign. 
 
Using the North Indian Style diagram above, notice where the first house is in
your own chart. This is also where your rising sign is located. The small number
in the first house indicates your rising sign. What is your rising sign? 
 
Aries is a number 1. 
Taurus is a number 2. 
Gemini is a number 3. 
Cancer is a number 4. 
Leo is a number 5. 
Virgo is a number 6. 
Libra is a number 7. 
Scorpio is a number 8. 
Sagittarius is a number 9. 
Capricorn is a number 10. 
Aquarius is a number 11. 
Pisces is a number 12. 
 
2) Finding Your Sun and Moon. 
 
Now count counter-clockwise around the chart, locating the first through the 12th
houses. What houses are your Sun and Moon in? 
 
SU is the abbreviation used for Sun. The Sanskrit abbreviation is SY for Surya. 
MO is the abbreviation for the Moon. The Sanskrit abbreviation is CH for
Chandra. 
 
3) What Are Your Sun and Moon Signs? 
 
Now that you have identified the houses that your Sun and Moon are in, identify
what signs they are in. Remember the numbers in each house indicate the signs.
What is your Sun sign? What is your Moon sign? 
 
4) Identify All Nine Planets in Your Chart. 
 
Use the common abbreviations below to identify the nine planets. What houses
are they in? 
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Common Abbreviations: 
AS = ascendent, your 1st house. MO = Moon. SU = Sun. SA = Saturn. ME =
Mercury. MA = Mars. VE = Venus. JP = Jupiter. Ra = Rahu. Ke = Ketu. 
 
5) What Are Your Planetary Signs? 
 
Once you identify the planets and what houses they sit in, the next step is to
determine what signs each of the nine planet is placed in. Where do your Saturn,
Mercury, Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Rahu and Ketu sit in your own chart? 
 
Remember that this process takes time- so go slow and remember to breathe! At
first, just stick to the identification process. Meaning making comes next! 
 
Truth be told, understanding the basic principles of reading a jyotish chart is very
different than being able to find meaning in the many elaborate pieces. Being able
to integrate the many layers of the jyotish chart and knit them together with your
own understanding is quite a different skill! This is where time, study, meditation
and contemplation are essential. Practice is essential for honing this craft! For
those who want to practice and increase their jyotish skills, you will need to be
diligent in your studies. Reading books, taking classes and spending time
studying charts is essential. 
 
Perhaps the most important part of learning and growing through jyotish wisdom,
however, is studying your own chart. Your own karmic map is your reference
point for all other understanding- even understanding other charts. Your jyotish
chart is the core of your own awareness and will help you unlock your own inner
knowing. First and foremost, study your own chart and use it as a reference for
understanding yourself, in relation to world.  
 
As the Vedic texts state, Aham Brahmasmi, I am the totality. 
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Abbreviations

 
 
AS = ascendent, your 1st house.  
 
MO = Moon.  
 
SU = Sun.  
 
SA = Saturn.  
 
ME = Mercury.  
 
MA =Mars.  
 
VE = Venus.  
 
JP = Jupiter.  
 
Ra = Rahu.  
 
Ke = Ketu.  
 
AL = Arudha Lagna.  
 
UL = Upapada Lagna 
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House meanings 

First House: 
 
Self, body, innate nature, ego, intelligence, experience of self, appearance,
personality, birth place, overall health, strength, behaviors, birth and birth
experience, complexion, constitution, fame, innate nature, strength and
weaknesses, happiness and sorrow. 
 
Body Part: Head and face. Brain and nerves 
People: Self 
Also correlates energetically to Aries. 
 
Second House: 
 
Early childhood and the type of support you received directly after birth, family,
longevity, wealth and money, nourishment, eating food and drinking, speaking
and voice, singing, precious stones and metals, jewels, valuable items,
sustenance, eyesight and seeing, quality of speech, buying and selling. 
 
Body Part: Throat, neck and mouth 
People: Close family members 
Also correlates energetically to Taurus.  
 
Third House: 
 
Communication- all types, verbal, written, through the arts and energy, seen and
unseen communication, creative arts, working with the hands and creating with
the hands, courage, willpower, effort, sensuality, the senses, traveling (short
travels), ear ornaments, power, stamina, hearing, parents’ death, bad or foolish
thoughts, support, knowledge coming from hearing the guru (advice and wisdom),
games, hobbies. 
 
Body Parts: Hands, arms and shoulders 
People: Siblings (younger) 
Also correlates energetically to Gemini. 
 
Fourth House: 
 
Home, land, property, emotions, feelings, chest, heart center, mother, emotional
awareness, confidence, comfort, homeland, conveyances, one’s dwelling,
education (from life experience and what we learn from family and ancestors), 
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moksha through emotional insights and senses, vehicles, kindred, storage of
treasure. 
 
Body Parts: Chest, heart, lungs, breasts 
People: Mother, ancestors 
Also correlates energetically to Cancer.  
 
Fifth House: 
 
Children, passion, creativity and creative life force, procreation, intelligence and
intellect (buddhi), gut instincts, education and learning (intelligence we gain
through life experience which can sometimes be formal, but not necessarily),
intuition, mantras, memory, purva punya (past life credit), memory, knowledge,
romance and lovers, ability to make decisions, sacred diagrams (yantras), sacred
spells or prayers, management ability, corruption, mental distress. 
 
Body Parts: Upper stomach, solar plexus 
People: Children, students, lovers 
Also correlates energetically to Leo. 
 
Sixth House: 
 
Enemies and opponents, bad habits and vices, arguments and legal cases,
competitors, consultancy, mental dis-ease, obstacles, worries, anxieties, debt,
acute disease (curable), service, theft, credit, cruel deeds, dishonor, loss,
misunderstandings, orphans, outcasts, pain, receiving charity and welfare, trouble
through servants and employees, wounds, healers and healing, routines and
habits, boils, scars, cancer, wounds, weapons. Legal issues/litigation, health,
short term disease/sickness, servants and employees, boils, scars, sores, cancer,
step mother, weapons, struggles, sexual diseases, poisons, digestion. 
 
Body Parts: Lower abdomen, large intestine 
People: Servants, pets, maternal aunt or uncle, step mother, cousins. 
Also correlates energetically to Virgo. 
 
The sixth house has to do with disease and debts (the kinds that can be corrected
and cured, unlike the 8th house indications) as well as enemies. This house is
known to be a trouble maker because of these tendencies, but there are also
some fortunate connections as well. Since disease is attributed to 6th house
matters, it is also connected to the healer, the one who heals disease  as well as 
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being in service to others. And depending on the other indications of the chart,
enemies can become friends in certain circumstances. In regard to debts,
learning how to handle money and the affairs of money can create much more
financial stability; where we put our attention, we learn and grow. 
 
Seventh House: 
 
Relationships, how we experience the “other”, the mirror we experience in our life,
life partner or spouse, marriage, desires, travel, business, trade, partnership,
social interactions, dating, death, romantic and sexual affairs, medium distance
journey, journey within a journey, sexual desires, misplaced items, monetary loss. 
 
Body Parts: Pelvic bowl and organs therein 
People: Spouse, all relationships 
Also correlates energetically to Libra. 
 
This is the house of relations, that which we are looking at directly- so in essence,
the seventh house becomes our mirror, our looking glass. Libra also has a natural
connection to business. Good business practices have everything to do with ones
relationship with others and cultivating those interactions. And of course, the 7th
house has to do with the spouse, partners in general, which is perhaps the most
common indication of this house. The seventh house can also indicate death. 
 
Eighth House: 
 
Vulnerability, accidents, death, bankruptcy, hard to cure disease like cancer and
terminal illnesses, past karmas, portal to the past, transformations,  
transcendence, past and future events, research, mystical and occult studies and
information, violence, intercourse, excretory organs, disturbances and haunts,
tragedies, inheritance, litigation, imprisonment, mystery, poison, theft, receiving
charity, scandal, taxes, sudden unexpected gain of money, recitation of sacred
texts, battles and war, enjoyment of fighting, enemies, knowledge of the past and
future. Many of the indications for the 8th house mirror the 6th house. The
difference here is that 8th house matters are longer and more painful, often more
chronic and terminal. 
 
Body Parts: Sexual organs, genitals, excretory organs 
People: Lenders 
Also correlates energetically to Scorpio. 
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Ninth House: 
 
Destiny, dharma, devotion, knowledge, gurus, teachers, guides, wisdom (gained
from gurus, teachers, guides and higher learning), religion, fortune, righteous
conduct, higher education, philosophy, gain without pain or much effort, affluence,
father’s well being, previous good karmas, charity, counselor, satsang,
considered the most auspicious house, foreign travels, journeys to holy places
and pilgrimages, justice. 
 
Body Parts: Legs but specifically thighs 
People: Father, guru and teachers 
Also correlates energetically to Sagittarius. 
 
Tenth House: 
 
Career, occupation, vocation, offerings to the world, biological father, government
honors, kingdom, achievements, successes, honors, status, respect, name and
fame, father’s social status public life, authority, business, commerce, trade,
karma (action), royalty, arrogance, pride, living away from home, duty. 
 
Body Parts: Knees 
People: Biological father, boss 
Also correlates energetically to Capricorn. 
 
Eleventh House: 
 
Gains, wealth, positive and negatives (pluses and minuses) of our experiences,
desires, easy money, elder siblings, income from career, things received (like
gifts), wealth, wishes, monetary income, shadows (things we may be missing
about ourselves), fulfillment, prosperity, fulfillment of hopes and desires, friends,
recovery from illness. 
 
Body Parts: Calves, ankles 
People: Friends, older siblings, paternal uncle 
Also correlates energetically to Aquarius. 
 
Twelfth House: 
 
Liberations, endings, losses, moksha, meditation, retreats, ashrams, alone time,
away time, hospitals, prisons, expenditures, confinement, comforts of the bed  
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(like sleep and sex), marriage, immigration, feet, foreign residency, charity,
destination of the soul after death, enemies, falls (physical, social or
professional), hidden or secret things, punishment, purchase of luxury items, sins,
wandering far from home, bill collectors and those that cause us loss,
enlightenment, sleep, rest, meditation. Working in places of confinement, losses
of all kinds, poverty, generosity, losses due to charitable giving, sleep and quality
of sleep, beds and the comfort of sleeping quarters, spiritual journeys and 
pilgrimages, wandering, foreign lands and long travels, life after death and the
nature of one's previous incarnation, martyrdom, self sacrifice, betrayal, tapas. 
 
Body Parts: Feet 
People: Bill collectors and those that cause us loss 
Also correlates energetically to Pisces. 
 
Twelfth house matters are entirely focused on liberation, letting go and self
sacrifices. The 12th house is not a house of the material realms, in fact it's quite
the opposite. 12th house matters uplift spiritual matters and bring our focus to our
enlightenment as a result. This is a house of loss just as the 6th and 8th are, but
12th house matters relate to a unique set of losses that relate particularly to our
experiences of liberation and letting go in order for enlightenment. This can
include meditation, sex, marriage, selfless service and sleep, as well as being in
confinement like at an ashram, or in prison. 
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Types of Houses: 

Dharma means duty and purpose. These houses help us establish our path, our
destiny and our purpose for incarnation in this life. Dharma houses are 1, 5 and 9. 
 
Artha means wealth and resources. These houses bring us support and
sustenanceeither by knowledge, wisdom or resources like money. Artha houses
are 2, 6 and 10. 
 
Kama means desire through our most basic human needs like love, sex,
enjoyment, emotional and sensory happiness. Kama houses help us achieve our
desires and also help us relate to the world through relationships. Kama houses
are 3, 7 and 11.  
 
Moksha means liberation and freedom from bondage. These houses help us
liberate ourselves and free ourselves from our human suffering through spiritual
growth. They help us awaken to the eternal Self. Moksha houses are 4, 8 and 12. 
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signs

Aries: Mesha in Sanskrit, translates as its symbol, the ram. Qualities are
leadership, pioneering. Need to work on flexibility, anger issues, “hitting one’s
head against the wall”. Body parts are head, brain and nerves. Odd, Male, ruled
by Mars. Pitta. Correlates to the number 1 in the chart. 
 
Taurus: Vrshabha in Sanskrit, translates as its symbol, the bull. Qualities are
strength and stability. Need to work on issues with being “bull headed”, stubborn
and going beyond the material realms. Body part is neck, face and parts therein.
Even, Female, ruled by Venus. Kapha. Correlates to the number 2 in the chart. 
 
Gemini: Mithuna in Sanskrit, symbolized by a couple holding a mace and a lute.
Translates as couple (male and female) or copulation, companion. Qualities are
extremely creativity, communication and artistry. Need to work on issues of
mental body and taking effective action steps. Body parts are arms and hands.
Odd, Male, ruled by Mercury. Vata. Correlates to the number 3 in a chart. 
 
Cancer: Karka translates as female crab in Sanskrit which is its symbol as well.
Qualities are sensing and feeling, with depth and compassion, heart centered.
Need to work directly with emotional body awareness, co-dependency issues,
mother issues. Body parts are heart, breasts, chest. Even, Female, ruled by
Moon. Kapha-vata. Correlates to the number 4 in a chart. 
 
Leo: Simha translates as lion in Sanskrit, the symbol of Leo. Qualities are
leadership, dominance, authority and power. Need to work on ego issues,
needing authority and power, as well as father issues and ancestral issues. Body
parts are stomach and abdomen. Odd, Male, ruled by the Sun. Pitta. Correlates
to the number 5 in a chart.  
 
Virgo: Kanya means a girl, a virgin or daughter in Sanskrit. It is symbolized by a
woman in a boat holding grains and fire in her hands. Qualities are purity,
cleanliness and perfection, creative, entrepreneurial. Need to work on the critic
and inner judge, overly puritanical beliefs. Body parts are hips, loins, buttocks.
Even, female, ruled by Mercury. Vata-kapha. Correlates to the number 6 in a
chart. 
 
Virgo is about purity, idealism and creativity and ruled by Mercury (the indicator
for mental body, communication and creativity). Venus is considered debilitated in
Virgo because the restrictions Virgo puts on love, restricts the flowing nature of
Venus's love. 
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Purification and cleanliness are other themes that are within the Virgo nature. Are
we being overly fastidious? Using too many diet fads, cleansing rituals and
extreme purification practices? Virgo is also very detail oriented, methodical,
precise and good with numbers, communications and creative endeavors. They
love working with goals, timelines and clear time lines in order to get the job done.
Virgo's love a good list. 
 
The Virgo nature is to have very high standards which can't often (or ever) be
met, so dissatisfaction is likely. Ask your self these questions periodically: Are
your expectations too high? Are you self sabotaging as a result? Are you finding
fault with others constantly and being excessively judgmental? What is your
relationship with your inner critic? Remember when you lash out at others, there's
usually an inner voice saying the same thing to you! 
 
Libra: Tula means the balancing scales in Sanskrit which is its symbol as well.
Qualities are ability to see both sides of situations, good business skills, able to
weigh and measure options, able to work with equality issues. Need to work with
decisiveness, clarity and not swinging to extremes, going beyond the surface, as
well as finding one’s own beliefs and ideals. Body parts are lower abdomen. Odd,
Male, ruled by Venus. VataKapha. Correlates to the number 7 in a chart.  
 
There is a natural correlation to relationships with Saturn and it sign of exaltation,
Libra. Relationships are our “other”, our mirror into our self. They require work,
time and perseverance-all attributes of Saturn. Libra naturally indicates the
seventh house which can be interpreted as our relationship with others, our
relationship with life, but ultimately it is the relationship with the self. 
 
Libra, being the natural indicator for relationships is ruled by Venus (planet of
love, passion and creativity). Libra, an expression of the 7th house, is connected
to the “others” in our life- whether familial, love, business, friendship, neighbors
etc. The other, is nothing more than the reflection of self. The Self will grow as a
result of our interactions and Saturn (considered exalted in Libra) is a planet of
enlightenment, so Self-growth is inevitable here. Saturn, would prefer you be
moving your body, being physically active and breaking a sweat every day. He
loves yoga asanas. 
 
Venus is considered in its own sign in Libra which by default indicates passion,
creativity, love and romance. But Venus is also connected to indulgence, whether
it be passions with lovers or with sugar, drugs and alcohol. 
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Another association of Libra and the seventh house is with the pelvic region and
the organs therein. Libra being ruled by Venus further defines the connection to
creative life force, the acts of creation and nurturing of creation, as well as
reproductive tissues and organs. Venus is connected to ojas (the finest byproduct
of proper digestion- all digestion) and therefore correlates to one’s immune
system function. Venus is connected to water, and as a result, is life-giving.
Venus works with our lower nature and works with instincts and rules over
matters of love. Love is very healing. If Saturn is afflicted in the chart of a Libra,
health issues can arise with the body parts connected to the 7th house and
Venus. This includes the urinary tract, kidneys, uterus, ovaries, testes, prostate,
bladder, urethra, groin, semen and ovum. 
 
Scorpio: Vrschika means Scorpion in Sanskrit which is also its symbol. Qualities
are depth, going beyond the surface, occult and mystical knowledge, passion.
Need to work with emotional body awareness, polarities and extremes, mother
issues, one’s darkness and shadows. Body parts are genitals and anus. Even,
Female, ruled by Mars and Ketu. Kapha-pitta. Correlates to the number 8 in a
chart.  
 
Sagittarius: Dhanu means bow in Sanskrit. The symbol of Sagittarius is a man
holding a bow and arrow, the lower part of his body being that of a horse.
Qualities are oriented towards seeking knowledge, wisdom and growth as well as
spirituality. Need to work with being overly dogmatic, taking effective action steps,
working with depth on the mental/emotional levels. Body part is thighs. Odd,
Male, ruled by Jupiter. Pitta- Kapha. Correlates to the number 9 in a chart.  
 
Capricorn: Makara translates as sea monster in Sanskrit which has a head of a
deer or goat and the body of a crocodile, which is also its symbol. Qualities are
hardworking, persevering, steady. Need to work with “doing less accomplishing
more”, self care, not pushing so hard to get an outcome. Body part is knees.
Even, Female, ruled by Saturn. Vata-kapha. Correlates to the number 10 in a
chart.  
 
Aquarius: Kumbha translates from Sanskrit as a vessel that holds water, a water
pot. The symbol here is a man holding a pot. Qualities are ingenuity, out of the
box approach to life, oriented towards gaining and acquiring. Need to work with
balancing both shadow and light, working with shadow parts, finding the silver
lining and excessive drive to acquire. Body part is calves. Odd, Male, Saturn and
Rahu. Vata. Correlates to the number 11 in a chart.  
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Pisces: Mina translates from Sanskrit as relating to the ocean and large
expanses of water. The symbol here is two fish tied together with their heads and
tails in opposite directions. Qualities are expansiveness, universality and deep
compassion for others with strong spiritual inclinations. Need to work on
emotional body issues, grounding expansiveness into clear goals and action
steps, actualizing dreams. Body part is feet. Even, Female, ruled by Jupiter.
Kapha. Correlates to the number 12 in a chart.  
 
Pisces is the sign of liberation and letting go. It helps us resolve and clean up the
pieces in our lives. This sign moves us towards a collective awareness that works
for the greater good. Pisces is symbolized by two fish swimming in spirals,
looping and flowing in endless circles. Sometimes this translates as
indecisiveness or as being a "pleaser" personality that tries to make everyone
happy all the time. 
 
Pisces is however quite mystical and is connected to the endless stream of
consciousness flowing back and forth between heaven and earth. Pisces is
known for intuitive awareness, sympathy, contemplation, modesty, philosophy,
generosity and in general, being polite.  
 
 
 
Signs and Their Elements (Tattvas) and Nature (Gunas): 
 
 
Aries: Fire. Nature is Tamas and Chara. Objective is Rajas, resulting in Sattva. 
 
Taurus: Earth. Nature is Rajas and Sthira. Objective is Tamas, resulting in
Sattva. 
 
Gemini: Air. Nature is Rajas and Dvishvabhava. Objective is Sattva, resulting in
Tamas. 
 
Cancer: Water. Nature is Sattva and Chara. Objective is Rajas, resulting in
Tamas. 
 
Leo: Fire. Nature is Sattva and Sthira. Objective is Tamas, resulting in Rajas. 
 
Virgo: Earth. Nature is Rajas and Dvishvabhava. Objective is Sattva, resulting in
Tamas. 
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Libra: Air. Nature is Rajas and Chara. Objective is Rajas, resulting in Rajas. 
 
Scorpio: Water. Nature is Tamas and Sthira. Objective is Tamas, resulting in
Tamas.  
 
Sagittarius: Fire. Sattva and Dvishvabhava. Objective is Sattva, resulting in
Sattva. 
 
Capricorn: Earth. Tamas and Chara. Objective is Rajas, resulting in Sattva. 
 
Aquarius: Air. Tamas and Sthira. Objective is Tamas, resulting in Tamas. 
 
Pisces: Water. Sattva and Dvishvabhava. Objective is Sattva, resulting in Sattva. 
 
Chara: Moveable 
Dvishvabhava: Dual 
Sthira: Fixed 
 
Rajas: Creating, quick/rushed, fast, greedy, desire filled, Brahma, Saraswati,
Subhadra. Fast moving energy of creation, life activities. Rajas planets are Venus
and Mercury. 
 
Sattva: Sustaining, balanced, high consciousness, bringing truth and awareness,
Vishnu, Jagannatha. Sattva is balanced, harmonious energy. Sattva planets are
Sun, Moon and Jupiter. 
 
Tamas: Lazy, dull, transforming, slow, without thought or caring, unconscious,
destruction, entropy, Shiva, Balarama. Heaviness that densifies into physical
matter. Tamas planets are Mars, Saturn, Rahu and Ketu. 
 
The three gunas are the nature of all existence, the qualities of Nature. These
three qualities are necessary for creation, sustenance and transformation/
destruction in all parts of life. Things that bring dullness, heaviness, darkness,
inertia or lack of consciousness in mind and body are connected to tamas.
Anything that creates greed, turbulence, distraction or anxiousness in mind and
body, or is too bright, connects to Rajas. That which creates harmony,
knowledge, truth and understanding is ruled by Sattva. Sattva is neither too dark,
nor too light, but the perfect level of illumination for clarity in vision. Tamas does
not move when movement is necessary, while rajas moves when one needs to be
still. Sattva is able to be still when stability is needed and move when movement
is needed.  
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Grahas + Elements: 
 
      Sun: Soul 
      Moon: Mind/Emotions 
      Mars: Fire (agni) 
      Mercury: Earth (prthvi) 
      Jupiter: Space (akasha) 
      Venus: Water (jala) 
      Saturn: Air (vayu) 
 
Caste: 
 
      Brahmins: Jupiter and Venus 
      Kshatriyas: Sun and Mars 
      Vaishyas: Moon and Mercury 
      Shudras: Saturn, Rahu and Ketu 
 
Gunas: 
 
      Rajas: (quick/rushed, desire filled, Brahma and Saraswati, greedy) Venus and
                  Mercury. 
 
      Sattva: (pure, balanced, sustaining, high level consciousness, truth, Vishnu     
                   and Jagannatha, awareness) Sun, Moon and Jupiter. 
 
      Tamas: (dull, lethargic, slow, unconscious, destructive, transforming, without   
                    thought or compassion, Shiva, Balarama) Mars, Saturn, Rahu and     
                    Ketu. 
 
The sattva planets are considered the “tripod of life” as they are the three planets
that promote a harmonious existence. They also represent the three eyes. Sun is
the right eye, Moon is the left eye and Jupiter is the third eye.  
 
      Moon: Every 2.5 days 
      Mercury: Roughly every 3 to 4 weeks 
      Venus: One month 
      Sun: One month 
      Mars: Two months 
      Jupiter: One year 
      Rahu and Ketu: 1.5 years 
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      Saturn: 2.5 years 
 
Psycho-Spiritual Planetary Connection: 
 
      Moon: Emotional body, intensified feelings. 
 
      Mercury: Mental body, thinking, thoughts, imagination, discernment. 
 
      Saturn: Physical body and its structure, muscles and bones, senses. 
 
      Sun: Spiritual body, house of the soul, by extension there is a connection to   
               the physical body. 
 
      Venus: The feeling body which is a decidedly unique attribute of being  
                   human.  Emotions are intensified feelings. 
 
      Jupiter: Plays a role in the spiritual body because he is akasha, space, and all
                    pervasive. His role is to bring wisdom, which supports the spiritual     
                    body as well as the other three bodies. 
 
      Mars: Correlates to the physical body by default because he is connected to   
                 agni, the fire of life. Without agni, we have no digestion. This will    
                 support or undermine the strength of the physical body. 
 
Moon 
 
“The moon is a loyal companion. It never leaves. It’s always there, watching,
steadfast, knowing us in our light and dark moments, changing forever just as we
do. Every day it’s a different version of itself. Sometimes weak and wan,
sometimes strong and full of light. The moon understands what it means to be
human. Uncertain. Alone. Cratered by imperfections.” 
  
                                                                                   ― Tahereh Mafi, Shatter Me 
 
The Importance of the Moon: Intuition and Intelligence 
 
Though the Sun is physically much larger than the Moon, from our vantage point
on Earth, they appear to be the same size. In Vedic astrology, the Moon
represents the feminine (Shakti- spark of life force) while the Sun is connected to
the masculine energy (Shiva).  
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The Sun is the day time, while the Moon is the night time; together, the
movement of the Sun and Moon create the dance of Shiva and Shakti. We see
the Sun as the provider, while the Moon utilizes the resources offered by the Sun-
the Moon is a reflection of the solar light and energy. 
 
The Sun represents father and masculine energy, while the Moon represents
Mother, the Divine Feminine and the eternal MA. This dynamic of mother and
father, masculine and feminine, is reiterated in our Jyotish charts and expresses
the dynamic of our own mother and father and their impact on our existence.
These planetary expressions, the energies of our own experience, can be seen
through the planetary relationship of Sun and Moon, as well as their expression
and relationship within the chart. Our own experience of life is directly impacted
by the expression of Sun and Moon, literally our mother and father energies. 
 
The father may give the dharma of the being, but it is the mother who nurtures
and supports emotionally and psychologically. Without this support, the dharma
can not and will not be fulfilled. In the Vedic understanding of life, and how it is
literally expressed in a Jyotish chart, the importance of the Moon on our
experience of life is vital. Without this essential nurturing, life is met with extreme
challenges and hardships. 
 
The Moon (Chandra in Sanskrit) is the intelligence and intuition of each being. It
is the nourisher of life, the soma (nectar of life), the Ma/Mother within, as well as
our intuition and intelligence. The Sun is connected to our soul and the sheath
that houses the soul, whereas the Moon is connected to the intelligence within
the soul, the intuition available to the soul, the being, and how it will utilize this
intelligence. In Vedic astrology, the Moon is given great importance and is of
equal, if not more, importance than the Sun in many regards. For if the Sun is
strong, but the Moon is weak, how will the soul be nurtured and supported? 
 
Moon, Chandra, is connected to the Mother, the nurturing quality of life, the
essential intelligence of life that gives us comfort, nurturing, emotional support,
our requirement for inner love and affection. The connection of Moon to our
emotions and our psychological state is not by accident since our emotional
harmony is intrinsically connected to our relationship with prana, the life force.
Our pranic connection (connection to life- literally) is nurtured from conception, in
the womb, and then outside of the womb, after birth, by our Mother’s love and
affection, her sustenance (milk and her nourishment of our being) and her ability
to soothe and comfort. It is understood in the Vedic tradition that until the age of
six, a child is still extremely bonded to the mother’s energy and still experiences  
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life in reference to mother. It is not until after age six that the child begins to
energetically separate from the mother and establish their sense of being as an
individual. This exemplifies the need for mother, the intimate connection we have
with our mother and how much we are effected (positively or negatively) by this
connection. 
 
Though our father is an influence on our creation (and in the Vedic understanding
he is the seed) it is the Moon’s qualities that are the soil. Mother offers the womb,
the nurturing, the container for the seed to grow. The Mother gives the vital
ingredients for sustaining life it self. Without her, we are lost, misguided and lack
the ability to live. Our connection to Moon (to Ma, to mother) directly correlates to
our ability to live in harmony with life and feel the support and nurturing life has to
offer. This is why Moon is connected to Soma in the Vedic texts. Soma is the
nurturing nectar that is essential for life. Soma is connected the dosha Kapha
(earth/water element) and it lubricates the micro channels, keeping the physical
body flexible and flowing; it is often referred to as the “nectar of the gods” in the
Vedic texts. It is through the somagenic qualities of the Moon that we are nurtured
and given life. Gazing at the moon at night will give us a “drink of Soma”. Summer
squashes a sweet juicy fruits are naturally somagenic. 
 
The Moon changes signs roughly every 2.5 days which correlates to the fickle
nature of the Moon, the emotions, the intuition. Moon is sensitive, artistic, social
and emotional in nature. Those who are highly influenced by the Moon (visible
through the Jyotish chart) are individuals that are connected deeply to the
emotional body and must learn to surf these inner tides in this life. The primary
work is to learn the emotions and work with them, not against them, to use them,
not fight them. Moon people (as I refer to them)  are often very connected to their
mother, females, intuition, land, home, heart, nurturing and compassion. These
are very caring people and need comfort and support in their life in order to feel
safe and grounded. Family and social life is a central part of their lives and they
may become overly attached to family and friends. Realizing that the whole world
is here to support and nurture is a good reminder and focus. 
 
The Moon is friendly towards all the planets and doesn't make enemies- Moon
people are the same. Conflict is extremely uncomfortable for these individuals.
Moon is very social and loves community, neighbors and social interactions.
However, Moon people are mutable and change to sync up with their
surroundings. It is very important that Moon people keep very good satvic (pure)
company so that they do not become overburdened with dark energy. Being in
water, near water and cleansing in water daily is helpful for Moon people to
clear any energy they may have picked up during the day that is not their own.  
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Moon people need to feel comfort and a sense of security in order to thrive.
These people are sensitive and feel vulnerable, are easily hurt and damaged.
Home, mother, security, land and the emotional/psychological aspects of life are
very important to their sense of well being. Bhakti yoga and devotional practices
will help the heart expand and be soothed. Following the phases of the moon and
making adjustments with these cosmic tides can be helpful as well. Art and
creativity are excellent tools (especially singing) for Moon people to move the
emotional tides they are so connected to. Somatic and Expressive Art therapies
are essential for these individuals. Moon people are here to learn to nurture and
be nurtured, to work with the emotional realms and to expand their compassion
and devotional abilities. 
 
For all of us, the Moon is a main influence on our well being. Without her, we are
lost, misguided and without intuitive wisdom. It is important to know how your
natal moon is effecting you, what you can expect from it, and what is best practice
with the karmas you've chosen in this incarnation. Through studying your natal
Moon and its relationship with the rest of your chart, you can gain more
understanding of your mental/emotional body as well as your psychological and
intuitive experiences. Studying the Moon transits, the phases and the lunar
constellations known as nakshatras, are all vital tools of insight and
understanding. The Moon is truly a gift of awareness, comfort and support 
when we create a relationship with her. 
 
 
 
Flowing with the Moon 
 
If life wasn't so stressful and if we weren't so disconnected from Nature and her 
rhythms, what would our bodies tell us? 
 
Is there an ideal time for women to bleed each month that coincides with the
Moon cycles and the earth's rhythms? 
 
The Moon is such a primary force in our lives- connected to emotions, our inner
tides, the feminine, creativity and change. She brings her constant dance into our
lives, changing our moods and feelings with her waxes and wanes.  
 
She changes nakshatras about once every day and changes signs roughly every
2.5 days. We feel her manychanges within us, moving through us, moving us,
constantly. 
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Women, the divine beings that we are, get to experience the Moon's flow in a
very physical way through out her cycles. When we ovulate, creative potential is
ripe. When we bleed, we are letting go of and cleansing the previous cycle. In this
way, we wax and wane with her, inviting in and letting go with each of her tidal
shifts. 
 
Ayurvedically speaking, it is ideal to bleed with the full Moon. This is what my
dear and trusted ayurvedic doctor, Vaidya Rama Kant Mishra of the Shaka
Vansya tradition, says: 
 
"The ayurvedic shastra-s, ancient medical texts, explain that the expected time
for the menstrual cycle is during the full moon. During the full moon, women have
access to the flow of uninterrupted soma. However, due to stress, hectic lifestyle,
imbalanced diet, and many other factors, many women will tend to have their
cycle erratically, not with or around the full moon. Most have their cycle during the
new moon. This is an indication that there are imbalances that need to be
addressed. It is a sign to pay more attention to restoring the natural cycles of her
body, and to support it, so that she can get back on track and have her flow with
the full moon." 
 
Not surprisingly, this corroborates with what Jyotish says about Suklanta, which is
starting our "new Moon" cycle with the full Moon. Similar to exalted planets in that
they are "full" and can't be "added to", a full Moon (or Purnima) means that it is
full to capacity, there's no more room for it to expand and grow; it is complete. In
this way, we can interpret the full Moon as a "new Moon" in that it marks the
beginning of a new cycle of emptying itself and refilling itself. 
 
Beginning a lunar month at the Purnima is called Suklanta and differs from
starting the count from the new Moon (Amavasya) which is the point when the
Moon is empty and is waiting to be filled by the Sun. Purnima is in the middle of
the Lakshmi phase of the Moon cycle, whereas Amavasya is the moment during
the cycle where Kali and Durga meet. Clearly, the energy is quite different for
each of these. 
 
These different methods of starting the lunar calendar remind me of the saying "is
your glass half empty or half full?!" When do we start our "new Moon" calendar
and begin our new lunar month? When we are full and satisfied or when we
are empty and needing to be nourished? 
 
If we think of our menstrual cycle as a signal from the body, and our connection to 
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the lunar messages, then this way of counting with the Moon makes sense. The
full Moon is the ripest phase of the transit and the menstrual cycle is the body's
signal that we are full and filled to capacity; our cup runneth over. Literally.
Ovulation, however, is considered a time of potential. Eggs are being released for
possible fertilization, which is a signal that the body is ripe and ready for that
special spark of creativity. This is a time of possibility, momentum, action and
desire. This "potential" aligns with the new Moon, or amavasya; a time when our
cups are empty and waiting to be filled. 
 
When we listen to our body's messages (really listen) then we get answers. Here
are some questions for your harvesting process during both the waxing cycle
(Shukla Paksha) leading up to the full Moon (Purnima), as well as the for the
waning cycle (Krishna Paksha) leading into the new Moon (Amavasya). 
 
 
 
Harvesting for the new Moon (Amavasya): 
 
What am I ripe and ready for? What are my desires for the next two weeks? What
action steps can I take for greater fruits and a richer harvest? What potential
awaits me? What strength am I arriving at? What actions were left undone in the
last cycle that I need to revisit? How do I want to move forward? Where do I want
to channel my creativity and how? What support do I need with my efforts? What
am I stepping towards? 
 
Creative Ritual for the full Moon (Purnima): 
 
Where am I full? Where am I willing to let go and release? Where can I surrender
and allow my self to flow more? Where have I been pushing too hard? Where can
I allow more ease? What needs are not being met? What parts of my life do I
need more support with? Can I ask for what I need? What am I not expressing?
What am I depressed/frustrated/angry/sad about from this last cycle? What feels
disappointing? What would I like to see shift in the next cycle? 
 
These harvesting questions are especially helpful with embodiment work that
bridges movement + art and harnesses the creativity within us. Please explore
my workshop offerings and podcasts for details. 
 
I also love working with mandalas for both new and full Moon. Mandalas and the
Moon are symbolically and metaphorically unified. This shape can offer us much
awareness and creative potential. 
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Sun 
 
The Sun, or Surya in Sanskrit, is responsible for giving light and energy so that all
things can grow and prosper. Too much light, however, and the Sun burns and
scorches. He reminds us that too much of a good thing can also be harmful. Sun
represents resources and the things we need to survive. As the Sun brings light, it
shows us truth, satya, while offering clarity, focus and removal of darkness. 
 
In Jyotish, the Sun represents father and masculine energy. His attributes are like
the king and he shares rank and position, power and authority, as well as respect
and rulership. The Sun will give us our dharma, the proper path to follow for our
enlightenment. Traditionally, the father is supposed to help guide the child on
their path of dharma. It is the father who is responsible for instilling self-esteem
and ultimately gives the spark of life via his sperm. The Sun is also responsible
for illuminating the Moon, as well as the other planets. The Moon directly reflects
the Sun's light and shares this filtered lightwhich is nourishing, supportive and
doesn't burn. In fact the glow of the Moon is said to offer soma, or divine, healing
nectar. Together, Sun and Moon represent God and Goddess, who together
create life and our experience of reality. 
 
Sun represents the soul, our spiritual body, and will show us our relationship to
spirituality in this life. Essentially, the Sun is the light of the soul. It is the light
within us that guides our lives. The soul is what insures there is life; if the soul is
not happy, the body grows sick and dies. 
 
Our sense of self (ahamkara) is also represented by the Sun. On this mundane,
human level, the ego is also represented by the Sun. The ego is our shadowed
self, the part of ourselves that identifies with the material, transitory, changing
reality of life. Having a healthy relationship with the ego, the sense of self, is vital
to being a well-rounded human being. This must be a conscious practice- one
that is invited into our human experience, while not negating the interplay of our
spirit and ego. Deepening our relationship with the Sun and studying its
expression in our jyotish chart can help us awaken to our karmas in this regard.
There is a necessity to understand the dance between the spiritual and human
dynamics at play within the Jyotish chart. I believe this is one of the unique gifts
Jyotish provides. 
 
The Sun is the most consistent planet and it sets the pace of time through rising
and setting daily. As a result we experience days, seasons and bio-rhythms. In
fact, life itself is structured around the Sun as a light source. He is the rhythm of  
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nature and thus represented through the rhythm of music and dance.  
 
 
Mars 
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Before enlightenment, chop wood and carry water. 

After enlightenment, chop wood and carry water. — Zen Proverb 

Mars is the fiery planet of action (karma) and is connected to agni and
transformation. Known as Kuja in Sanskrit, he is a powerful warrior always ready
to fight. He only carries out the orders of the general (the Sun) but doesn't think
much for himself. Because of his action-oriented energy, he can get us into
trouble if we let him tell us to leap before looking. The anger and rage that he
brings us are proof of his power. We can use Mars for self-development by going
more into the emotional outbursts with self inquiry. He can provide food for
thought and deeper insights into our needs and wants as well as what has gone
unmet. 
 
Normally Mars moves through a sign in roughly two months time which takes him 
through all twelves signs in about 24 months or two years. That is a rough
estimate because his retrograde motion throughout his transits may or may not
prolong his time in any given sign. 
 
Mars is the "doer" and pushes us to act. He doesn’t take "no" for an answer.
When in balance he provides our momentum- helping us reach goals, productive
outcomes and nurturing our path with progress. When out of balance, Mars brings
forced action, anger (because healthy boundaries have likely been crossed),
aggressive agendas, and not being in tune with the need to slow down (Saturn). 
 
This fire planet is a doer and energetically provides us with transformational
power. He shows us in a jyotish chart how an individual takes their action. Mars is
the ultimate warrior- for better or worse! Mars also likes conclusions, finality,
endings. He can take a decidedly egoic slant on finishing tasks or "getting the job
done". His determination to finish can create a task master, a perfectionist, and
push us to over-work without rest. Mars can bring the critic up in the mental body
if associated with Mercury. If associated with Saturn, he can bring an imbalance
with action steps or stopping and starting. 
 
Symbols of Mars are cutting, accidents, surgery and those who are associated
with these acts such as doctors, surgeons and hunters. Any act of killing is 
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connected to Mars. He is also connected to cooks and those who support
digestion (when agni is strong all pathogens are killed and health is supported).
 His precision and skill can create those good at martial arts or dynamic
movement. His decisiveness supports engineering and technicality while his one-
pointedness supports research and intense focus. He is of the earth and is
connected to mud and the Divine Mother by default. As lord of the earth plane
(bhumi loka) he is associated with death as everything dies eventually on earth.  
 
Saturn 
 
Saturn is a powerful planet, one that dishes up our karmas to us- but not on a
silver platter. He is our greatest suffering and sorrows, but ultimately our
enlightenment. He moves slowly and methodically, taking 2.5 years to move
through each sign. What Saturn offers us is the depth of our being, our
humanness, whether through experiencing the human form, the physical body, or
through the reactions of our actions. Life might be easier without him, but it would
truly lack depth, lessons learned, and the necessity for consistent effort which is
necessary for us to grow and evolve. 
 
Saturn is a powerful influence on our lives. As the slowest moving planet, Saturn
brings both the blessings and the curses of life- as he gives his wisdom only
through the slow ripening of time, effort, suffering, loss and age. It takes time to
learn the deepest, hardest and most important wisdom of life. This wisdom has to
be worked for and requires effort to receive. Thus, Saturn pays us in
enlightenment for the work, effort, steady actions, that we make over a long
period of time. If we don't adhere to his rules for wisdom, he will make us suffer
the consequences. 
 
Many people fear Saturn and prefer the the type of rewards the other planets
offer. Quick action and reaction from Mars. Comfort, luxury and creativity from
Venus. Expansion of knowledge through Jupiter. Quick playful imagination of the
Moon. Saturn, however, has different means and ways. He forces us to listen,
pay attention, to attend to body, mind and emotions. He gives grief- through loss
and endings, through death and dying; he reminds us of what is truly important as
a result. What is lasting and what is not. And all that goes beyond the material
plane of existence, and the rewards we get for our effective and meaningful
actions that are aligned with Natural Laws. 
 
Structure is Saturn’s domain- of the physical human form, the muscle, bone and
tissues- as well as the universe. He is old, he rules old age, and also that which  
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comes with age. He is vata, air, and dries things out as a result. The absence of
water (life) brings death, and when the water of the physical body dries up, we
die. 
 
Saturn is a loner, and brings loneliness and separation. He reminds us of what is
important as a result.  In other words, we don’t get to take anything with us when
we pass from this lila- this play of life. Just our karmas. Saturn helps us ripen, like
fruit on a tree. Once ripe, we loosen our hold and release our connection to the
tree of life. This is why Saturn rules fall and winter, when vata increases, when
fruit and leaves have ripened, fallen and dropped. The tree becomes bare, empty,
and goes into a deep rest phase before awakening with the movement of sap in
spring time. 
 
 
Working With Saturn, Not Against Him 
 
Saturn helps us ripen. He helps everything in our lives ripen. He helps us grow
better with age. And when we resist his ways, we suffer. He wants consistency;
methodical action. He wants us to be in tune with the cycles and rhythms of
nature and the cosmos not man made cycles and rhythms. (Ayurveda is the
premier health science of Saturn. If you want to suffer less in the physical body,
study Ayurvedic wisdom and the timeliness of eating, sleeping etc.) 
 
Saturn is a planet of renunciation, hard work, routine, asceticism, old age, the
cycles and rhythms of life. (This is why Saturn is the planet of yoga and yoga is a
metaphor for Saturn's ways: your hard work pays off, but it requires consistent
practice). Obey Saturn’s disciplined guidelines, and you will be in alignment with
him and with Natural Laws, but disobey these Laws and he will make you
miserable. Perhaps this is why Libra is such a good position for him.  Libra, after
all, rules over balance, legal and political ideals and business markets. The
overarching ruler of life, however, are the Laws of Nature, not man made laws.
Nature's Laws are karmic. Think: every action has a reaction. This is the domain
of Saturn. 
 
Saturn likes hard work, suffering, and has a “no pain, no gain” attitude. Though
some of these darker tendencies may be mitigated being in a friendly sign, expect
some tears and hardship before happy resolutions. After all, Saturn rules grief. 
 
How will you know Saturn is asking you to re-evaluate your actions? You will feel
a pinch, some displeasure, anxiety, depression or grief. 
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When the pain comes, as it surely will, this is our guide post along the Path; our
reminder of where we are clinging and what we are clinging to, what changes we
are resisting. If we hadn’t seen the attachment prior to this struggle, we have an
opportunity to see it clearly now in the face of tragedy, our tears, our suffering. 
 
As Pema Chodron reminds us in her book Living Beautifully with Uncertainty and 
Change: “When we resist change, it's called suffering.” And when we resist
anything, it will ultimately hurt us. Working with Saturn's ways and not against him
will help ease the suffering he brings.  
 
Saturn is worth studying, working with, not against. Being very familiar with his
ways is vital for life and living. This will cause less suffering, less misery, fewer
health issues, and less depression and despondency.  For on the other side of
suffering is great alliance with Nature and her wisdom, as well as the sacred
Laws of the Universe. This is one of the gifts that Saturn grants us when we are in
alignment with Source.  
 
 
Sati Sati: The 7.5 Year Itch 
 
The effects of Saturn are felt in a myriad of ways throughout our lives, based on
our individual jyotish chart. Our relationship with Saturn plays a direct role in our
experience with suffering and the role suffering has on our life. In every person’s
life, they will go through a very specific time of Saturn, referred to as Sati Sati, or
7.5 years of Saturn. This is a very concentrated ripening phase. Most people
experience three sati satis in their life time. Once during early childhood, mid life
and late life. This is an incredibly transformational time when Saturn passes
through the houses on either side of the Moon as well as directly over the Moon.
Since each Saturn transit takes roughly 2.5 years, it takes about 7.5 years to
cross next to the Moon, over the Moon and the house on the other side of the
Moon.  
 
The Moon is our intuitive and creative make up, our emotional body and our
connection to Mother, Ma, the nourishing qualities of life. As Saturn comes in
contact with the Moon indirectly and directly, he can disrupt these parts of our life
for better or worse. He will show us where we are imbalanced, out of harmony
with our needs, he will change our life as a result and offer new structures to
connect with. This change in structure can be jarring, unsettling and of course
painful as well. This is one reason why sati sat is often feared. Saturn is ripening
us though and we must remember his intention for helping us create a new life 
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structure that is in deeper alignment with our enlightenment and self
development. As parts of ourselves die and shrivel up, there is grief and sadness
experienced in this loss. Sati sat intensifies this letting go process, helping us
create new pathways for living in the process.  
 
Jupiter 
 
Jupiter, or Guru in Sanskrit, is the planet of expansion, growth, wisdom,
knowledge, the guru or teacher (as well as father in some regard), and is
considered the most benefic planet of the nine because he most always gives
positive results. Sometimes his results may not seem positive at the outset, but
often he provides a silver lining or some protection ultimately in the long run. I like
to think of Jupiter as a provider- the planet who offers us support and some sense
of ultimate comfort because he gives us awareness and expanded thought.
Awareness and personal expansion are powerful tools if used properly. 
 
In the Vedic understanding, Jupiter is like the glue that holds everything together,
a binder, a connector, and he relies on akasha (space) to transmit, transform,
expand and give his abundant knowledge. He loves ritual, tradition, lineage and
the knowledge passed down from generation to generation; as a result, he
maintains dharma. He is peaceful, non violent (ahimsa) and does not use force or
violence to overcome his enemies; instead he uses his abilities to transform
negatives into positives through his own virtue. There is a story of Jupiter (as
Brihaspati) turning all the asuras (demons) into devas (gods). He turned himself
into an asura-guru and was able to convert all the bad qualities of the demons
into favorable ones. We can use this analogy as bad thoughts (demons) being
overcome by good thoughts (devas) to see how Jupiter and his abilities are
instrumental in the personal transformation process. This is an essential
understanding of his nature and his abilities. 
 
It is through satva, purity, that Jupiter gives his blessings; all things pure like
dharma, truth, and the light of pure knowledge. As devaguru (teacher to the gods)
he guides us to the higher realms and empowers the positive tendencies of the
mind. He has the ability to transform the asuras (demons) within us with his pure
and persuasive wisdom. As the Mundaka Upanishads state so aptly, “Satyameva
Jayate", truth alone triumphs.  
 
His satva (purity) is a sustaining force that brings happiness, grace and peace
with him. He can also bring wealth and luck wherever he is placed in one’s chart if
other indications support this. Wherever Jupiter is, he enhances and supports the  
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other grahas (planets) and the house where he is placed, unless there is harm to
him, then he will not be able to fully express his abilities, nor offer his full support.
Rahu will ruin Jupiter’s satvic nature and destroys that which he values most.
Jupiter may be able to soften Rahu, but Rahu’s nature taints Jupiter’s benefic,
spiritual qualities. Where Jupiter is placed in the birth chart, and whatever
influences are effecting Jupiter, will give insight into what an individual values
most and what the tendencies for knowledge and growth are.  
 
In Jyotish, we see the Sun as the maha (great) soul of all, but Jupiter is actually
considered the support to the soul, the individual soul (Jivatma), the container
that holds the life force of the body and therefor provides the existence of the
being. He is our guru (teacher) and guide, the adviser who gives us knowledge
and wisdom, growth and expansion, and connects us to our dharma (purpose).
He removes darkness, ignorance, and aligns us with the higher realms, the
positive tendencies of the mind and he connects us to the divine intelligence
which is all pervasive. The extent to which we can perceive this divine existence
directly speaks to our relationship with the guru, Jupiter. If he is balanced he
brings harmony, if imbalanced we see laziness and lethargy- missed
opportunities for life and living. 
 
It takes Jupiter one year generally to transit through each of the signs of the
zodiac. He is heavy and Kapha in nature (the elements of earth and water) and
thus slow to move.  
 
Jupiter is undeniably the most benefic planet. And though too much of a good
thing is a real thing, most of us welcome his gracious behaviors at every turn. He
is expansive, unlike Saturn who contracts. He wants peace, whereas Mars wants
action and war. He brings knowledge and wisdom, learning from the scriptures,
from teachers and from the grace of the guru. These are divine blessings indeed!
Jupiter also relates to akasha (the space/ether element) and is therefore all-
pervasive. He offers that level of expansion, the ever growing kind. The presence
of Jupiter is peaceful, benevolent and he would rather win over his opponents
with goodness, nonviolence and prayers, rather than fight, ruffle feathers or use
violence of any kind. These are traits our society could use a lot more of these
days. Wherever Jupiter shows up there is increase and expansion. He
encourages that growth as any good teacher would. If he sits with Venus,
creativity and relationships tend to prove helpful and expansive. If he sits with
Mercury, writing, mental growth and communication are given wisdom for
increased success. Issues arise, however, when Jupiter sits with Rahu. Rahu, the
north node/shadow planet and Mr. Mischief, ruins Jupiter's spiritual leanings and  
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pristine tendencies. Rahu is chaos and deception whereas Jupiter is truth and
honesty. Their energies oppose each other. 
 
Mercury 
 
Mercury, or budha in Sanskrit, is a quick moving planet with a lot of energy. He is
the prince that serves the king (the Sun) and he connects us to the intellect, the
mind. The mental body and is responsible for discrimination and decision making.
By default he is connected to the memory. He has wit, humor and intelligence
with a strong inclination to learn and seek information, while also being
independent and somewhat of a “free spirit”. Mercury’s transits are quick, usually
taking a month to move through each sign, reflecting the swift nature of the mind. 
 
He has a propensity for business and rules the capitalist mind-set. His nature is
excellent for trade, commerce and all things money related as he is adept at
handling the swift moving energy of money and also creativity. 
 
Mercury connects us to speech and writing as he is an excellent communicator
and very studious. He is clear, precise and easily expresses thoughts and ideas.
Like a sponge, he soaks up new information, ideas and makes one have many
changing thoughts. The mental body is also the imaginal realm within us which
gives much creativity and many ingenious ideas. 
 
His knowledge and wisdom is worldly and he keeps us connected to the pulse of
society, culture and current thinking. He is adaptable, changes often and
malleable. The company he keeps is vital to his level of purity. Since he rules
over lush greenery, green leafy fruits and vegetables, he can offer a lifestyle of
satva and help us create a pure life style. When he is afflicted, he will be tainted
and the mind will not be able to fully express itself in positive ways. 
 
He is androgynous, not masculine nor feminine and has a very young spirit, often
depicted as a child. He is connected to transgender, bisexual and homosexuals-
especially when connected with Ketu in a chart. When Rahu is connected to
Mercury, he brings mental confusion, uncertainty and a lack of awareness. 
 
Retrograde Mercury  
 
Retrograde Mercury has a bad rap. Many astrologers like to tell us that life goes a
bit haywire when Mercury assumes a "backward" motion in the sky. A lot of
emphasis is put on not starting new things, understanding that communication  
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will be "off" and that we are all entitled to blame things not running smoothly on
retrograde Mercury. 
 
Contrary to these popular beliefs, it isn't quite that easy to explain. I have found
that most of these interpretations come from Western astrologers using a Tropical
system, but that the Jyotish (Sidereal) approach differs quite a bit. My personal
experience has shown that retrograde Mercury can be a gift in fact. I look forward
to retrograde cycles for many reasons. 
 
Have you ever wished for a delete button on life? Or a rewind option? Have you
ever wished for a pause button where you could then find a better way to do
something? Retrograde planets give us this opportunity. But we must be armed
with awareness in order to reap the greatest benefits from these cycles. 
 
Retrograde Mercury offers many wonderful possibilities to us for growth and
creativity, for connecting and communicating in new and different ways. Look for
the mental body to be retracing old steps, conversations to be revisited,
behavioral patterns to come to light and a chance to re-do what is has not been
working in your favor. Relationships might come into question and your
experience with them, so listen closely as you are being offered an opportunity to
make some changes this time. 
 
Financially and with business agendas, we will be in a rewind as well. This is not
a bad thing at all. Missed opportunities will be available to us once again and
doors will reopen that we thought were closed. Be willing to take a new direction,
re-direct your focus, and stay open minded about new possibilities. Retrograde
Mercury can be genius for finding new strategies, ingenuity and a gaining a new
creative edge. Old accounts and business clients may re-visit you, suddenly
making a re-appearance and be in need of your services. This can be a great
thing for income and increased business. It can offer us a "return on our
investments" whether this comes through monetary means or through past
investments of time and effort. Mercury's retrograde motion is an opportunity 
for revisiting our goals and desires, finding new, more innovative ways for
accomplishing our visions and making them a reality. 
 
Venus 
 
Venus is connected to water, jala, and life giving powers. Procreative forces,
sperm and ovum, are connected to Venus as a result.  The creative process is
Venus’s territory, whether it be creating human life or creating art. Venus  
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represents all things beautiful, artistic, feminine, sensual and sexual. Love,
relationships and the harmonious flow of love is part of Venus’s offering. These
are the parts of life that bring more refinement, gentleness and softness to life. 
 
Money, love and creativity are all ruled by Venus- and rightfully so. Venus’s ability
to express itself fully in a jyotish chart will determine our ability to give and
receive, or quite literally, the amount of flow and fluidity we are working with. The
fluidity we are able to use and harness is Venus’s job. This is why Venus is
connected to water, the most vital life-giving resource for us. As Venus is
connected to life force energy and give life, it is known that Venus can bring the
sick and dying back to life.   
 
By default, water connects to our feelings, our emotional body and our receptivity.
It is a decidedly human characteristic to feel and emote. Without water in the
physical body, we have death. Death is lack of life of course, so the more vitality
and life-giving forces we invite into our beings, the more life, fluidity and flow we
experience as a result.  
 
Venus determines our relationship with all of life quite literally and is the karaka,
indicator, for relationships in general. Our ability to flow, be fluid and receptive,
determines what types of relationships we will experience as well as our
relationship to life itself. 
 
Jupiter is considered the guru of the devas (gods) and rules over positivity, good 
thoughts and righteous actions. Venus, however, is the guru of the asuras
(demons) and those thoughts that are impure, harmful and shadowed
intelligence. Venus represents desires, a very decidedly human part of our being,
and therefore connects to our lower nature, our animal self. Human life is the
dance between our god self and our human self, represented by the dance of
deva and asura within us.  
 
Rahu & Ketu 
 
Rahu and Ketu are not planets at all, they are mathematical points on either side
of the Moon with rather significant implications on our Self experience.  
 
The Moon is arguably the most influential part of the chart- indicating our
experiences within the womb and our relationship with mother, as well as our
inner nature. The Moon is our guide for emotional well being and our connection
to our intuitive self. In fact, the Moon is so important to our life experience, the 
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relationship the nodes have with the Moon indicates their impact on our emotional
well being- among other things. Rahu and Ketu, the Moon and the rest of the
chart, all create our own unique stories, mythologies and individual karmic
dramas. 
 
The nodes, as Rahu and Ketu are referred to, are mischievous in nature. They
present our karmas to us in this incarnation. Without them, and their very valuable
life lessons, we would not have incarnated into a human body. They are essential
to this lila, this play of life, that we are involved with in this dimension. Both Rahu
and Ketu have their own unique array of offerings, but because they are shadow
"planets" they often evade prediction. Their nature is to deceive, mystify, to be
illusive, and to blind us from our true nature. They represent forces that can't be
seen and are the parts of ourselves that go unnoticed and unrecognized. When,
and if, the shadow or veil of illusion is removed, and we do see what has been
hidden from us, it is often extremely painful. Rahu and Ketu request that we ask
ourselves: What am I not seeing or what am I not willing to see? What am I
clinging to and unable to let go of? 
 
In order to understand the nature of Rahu and Ketu, it helps to have a little
background on how they came to be. In Vedic lore, Rahu (north node) and Ketu
(south node) came into being during the famous story of the churning of the
ocean of milk (the Milky Way). As the devas (gods) were creating this great
churning, amrita, the nectar of immortality arose (think churning milk into butter).
The devas, however, needed the asuras (demons) to help them with this task and
they had to work together to get the job done. As the immortal nectar was created
and obtained from this "great churning", Vishnu made certain that it was only
given to the devas. However, one asura named Svarbhanu, outsmarted Vishnu
and the other devas. He disguised himself as a deva and got in line to have a
drop of the sacred nectar given to him. The story goes that he hid between 
the Sun and the Moon so no one would notice him. 
 
Just as Vishnu poured a drop of nectar into Svarbhanu's mouth, the Sun and
Moon recognized that he was actually an asura! Vishnu chopped him in half, but it
was too late. A drop of the immortal nectar was already in his mouth! Thus the
two halves, Rahu and Ketu were born. The head of the asura who ingested the
immortal nectar became Rahu and the lower half, the body of the asura, became
Ketu. Rahu and Ketu are the head and tail of the demon, often referred to as the
serpent. A lunar eclipse is connected to Rahu- this happens when he tries to eat
the Moon, but it falls right out of him. Ketu is connected to the Solar eclipse.  
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This epic story is truly metaphoric on so many levels of life.  It expresses the
interplay of light and dark and how interdependent they both are on each other.
These two facets of life are of course alive and well within our own natures and
thus the play of shadow and light becomes our dance in life as well. 
 
Rahu is the head of the serpent and has an insatiable appetite for the material
world (his cravings for obtaining the nectar) and intoxicants of all kinds. He brings
shock and the dark side of life and he can bring sudden changes, upheavals,
even quick boons. Where Saturn brings sorrow, sadness and grief- the natural
darkness that is life- Rahu brings an intensified demented version of this
darkness; he manipulates and obscures everything he touches. Addictions and
confusion are Rahu's domain as well as disturbances and trauma. He does not
allow us to think clearly and brings deceit and dishonesty with him. That said,
there are worldly benefits that come with him as well. He can give money, profits
and excesses from the material world. He loves the foreign and unusual, which
can offer great learning and awareness as a result. Enjoyable and exotic travels
can also come with Rahu. Professions that require lying, cheating and stealing 
(politicians for example) will get benefits from Rahu. 
 
Where Rahu may give, Ketu takes away, and is responsible for "cutting the ties
that bind us to the material world". If we are attached to it, Ketu can and will cut
those attachments loose- eventually. That is his job- to help us realize intimately
the impermanence of this life. He is highly spiritual and not interested in the
material realms at all. He will either grant access to spiritual advancement or deny
it; Ketu is connected to Ganesha, the remover of obstacles. Since Ketu is just a
body (no head) he literally has no mind. He can either show madness and
complete craziness like schizophrenia, or certain zen states of no-mind which are
more spiritual in experience. Ketu is a moksha planet, connected to liberation,
letting go and deep surrender. Rahu and Ketu are always seven houses away
from each other. They are always looking directly at each other, thus, whatever
Rahu gives, Ketu will be sure to take it away. 
 
The nodes are always moving against the direction of the other planets, in
retrograde fashion. All the planets retrograde periodically (except for Sun and
Moon) and when they do, they are said to be acting like Rahu and Ketu as a
result. Our cravings, desires and fears are all connected to Rahu and Ketu. They
instigate our pains, sorrows and drive us to take actions or no actions. They are
our shadowed sides and will indicate what we are moving towards and away from
in this life time. Thanks to Rahu and Ketu, we are guaranteed to grow in this life,
but it may not be the pleasant kind of growth. 
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Rahu 
 
Rahu is a worldly non-planet, a shadow “planet”. It is really just a mathematical
point connected to the moon that moves in a retrograde direction- against the flow
of the other seven planets. Rahu shows insatiable worldly appetite, desires and
attitudes. Though Rahu acts like Saturn, they oppose each other in many ways.
Saturn is fine with little, he just wants to know that the steady work he has put in
is actually rewarded- albeit slowly, and over time. Saturn is not swift, and does
nothing quickly. Rahu on the other hand can bring sudden changes, shocks,
upheavals, even quick boons. 
 
The rule with Rahu is often, what he gives, he will take away. Unless you change
or transform what he gives you in some way, it won’t last. Now is the time to learn
how Saturn wants you to behave while being cautious of Rahu’s rash behavior
and insatiable appetite. If you can befriend Saturn, you will have a friend for life
and for death. The rewards you are expecting from your efforts (Rahu) will be
rewarded when you harmonize your actions with Saturn’s desires. Remember,
slow and steady wins the race for Saturn to be happy. Rahu wants it now! How
can you work with both of these energies internally 
in order to find harmony?  
 
Ketu 
 
Ketu's nature is the opposite of Rahu's. He is concerned with our moksha, our
enlightenment, and is not concerned with the material parts of life. This is why
Ketu does well in Pisces as both are moving us towards the same purpose. Ketu
is considered mulitrikona in Pisces which means he is quite happy and can
express himself in more harmonious ways ideally. 
 
Ketu will be bringing us flashes of insight, awareness, serendipity, removing of
obstacles and releases that help us come closer to our simplest state of being.
That does not mean it will be comfortable for us though! Ketu may have our best
interest in mind, but we may not like how he goes about it. 
 
 
Retrograde Planets: 
 
The nodes are always moving against the direction of the other planets, in
retrograde fashion. All the planets retrograde periodically (except for Sun and
Moon) and when they do, they are said to be acting like Rahu and Ketu as are 
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result. Rahu and Ketu are called shadow planets for a reason since they make us
behave from our shadowy places, intensifying our own darkness. 
 
Retrograde planets increase in strength (up to three times their normal power)
and it puts this emphasis on clean up, repair and re-do’s. It’s as though the
planets are giving us a second chance at life and we often find ourselves
revisiting what was seemingly lost previously. The indication of the planet in
retrograde motion (plus its placement in transit and how it’s situated in your own
chart) will, however, dictate its specific effects on you.  
 
We know that retrograde planets are seemingly moving in reverse. (Seemingly,
because the planet only appears to be moving backwards due to the planets'
elliptical orbit and this is only in relation to our view from the Earth not that the
planet is actually moving backward). Retrograde planets are moving against the
forward flow and forward momentum of the other planets. Rahu and Ketu are
always moving in retrograde motion and these lunar nodes show us where our
past karmic cleanup is being directed. In a similar way, retrograde planets direct
our focus, or re-direct our focus in essence. They become stronger as a result
and increase the indication of the planets and our desires as a result.  
 
An exalted planet that goes retrograde becomes nica (debilitated) while a
debilitated planet when retrograde will become uccha (exalted). Obviously there
is great power in the retrograde motion, but perhaps dire predictions should be
tamed, as great benefits can also result from this movement as well. 
 
 
Planetary Rulership: 
 
      Sun:        Exalted in Aries, debilitated in Libra, mulitrikona and own sign in   
                      Leo. 
 
      Moon:     Exalted in Taurus, debilitated in Scorpio, mulitrikona in Taurus and 
                      own sign Cancer. 
 
      Mars:      Exalted in Capricorn, debilitated in Cancer, mulitrikona in Aries and 
                      its own signs are Aries and Scorpio. 
 
      Mercury: Exalted in Virgo, debilitated in Pisces, mulitrikona is Virgo, and its   
                      own signs are Virgo and Gemini. 
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     Jupiter:   Exalted in Cancer, debilitated in Capricorn, mulitrikona is  
                     Sagittarius, and own signs are Sagittarius and Pisces. 
 
     Venus:    Exalted in Pisces, debilitated in Virgo, mulitrikona is Libra, and its  
                     own signs are Libra and Taurus.       
 
      Saturn:  Exalted in Libra, debilitated in Aries, mulitrikona is Aquarius, own     
                      signs are Capricorn and Aquarius. 
 
      Rahu:    Exalted in Taurus and Gemini, debilitated in Scorpio and Sagittarius,  
                    mulitrikona is Virgo and its own sign is Aquarius. 
 
      Ketu:     Exalted in Scorpio and Sagittarius, debilitated in Taurus and Gemini, 
                    mulitrikona is Pisces and own sign is Scorpio. 
 
Planetary Relationships: 
 
      Sun:     Friends with Moon, Mars and Jupiter, neutral to Mercury and enemies
                   with Venus and Saturn. 
 
      Moon:  Friends with Sun and Mercury, neutral to Mars, Jupiter, Venus and   
                   Saturn, and enemies to no one. 
 
      Mars:    Friends with Sun, Moon and Jupiter, neutral to Venus and Saturn, 
                    enemy of Mercury. 
 
      Jupiter: Friends with Sun, Moon and Mars, neutral to Saturn, and enemies 
                    with Mercury and Venus. 
 
      Venus:  Friends with Mercury and Saturn, neutral to Mars and Jupiter, and  
                    enemies with Sun and Moon. 
 
      Saturn: Friends with Mercury and Venus, neutral to Jupiter, and enemies with
                    Sun, Moon and Mars.  
 
Uccha means exalted. 
Nica means debilitated. 
 
An exalted planet can express 100% of its energy. 
A mulitrikona planet can express 75% of its energy. 
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A planet in its own sign can express 50% of its energy. 
A planet in a friends sign can express 25% of its energy. 
A planet in a neutral sign can give 12.5% of its energy. 
A debilitated planet can express 0% of its energy 
 
Aspects (Drishti): 
 
All planets aspect seven houses away from themselves. Count inclusively- the
house that the planet is in- and then counter clockwise from that house. 
 
      Jupiter: Aspects 5, 7 and 9 houses away from itself. 
      Saturn: Aspects 3, 7 and 10 houses away from itself. 
      Mars: Aspects 4, 7 and 8 houses away from itself. 
      Rahu: Aspects 5, 7, 9 and 12 houses away from itself- counted clockwise. 
      Ketu: Aspect 5, 7 and 9 houses away from itself- counted clockwise. 
 
Rashi Drishti: 
 
In addition to planetary gaze, the signs (rashis) also give their gaze. Every sign
will give gaze to the sign seven houses away from it, in opposition. All chara signs
aspect sthira signs- except the one next to it. All sthira signs aspect chara signs,
except the one next to it. Dual signs only aspect dual signs, dvishvabhava. Any
planets in these houses will also aspect these signs.  
 
Aries aspects Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius. 
Taurus aspects Cancer, Libra and Capricorn. 
Gemini aspects Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces. 
 
Cancer aspects Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius. 
Leo aspects Libra, Capricorn and Aries. 
Virgo aspects Sagittarius, Pisces and Gemini. 
 
Libra aspects Aquarius, Taurus and Leo. 
Scorpio aspects Capricorn, Aries and Cancer. 
Sagittarius aspects Pisces, Gemini and Virgo. 
 
Capricorn aspects Taurus, Leo and Scorpio. 
Aquarius aspects Aries, Cancer and Libra. 
Pisces aspects Gemini, Virgo and Sagittarius. 
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Sandhi: 
 
Sandhi is when a planet occupies the very beginning of a sign or the very end of
a sign. A sandhi planet will be less than 2 degrees or over 28 degrees. It is in the
“gap” between signs, which is like having all your suitcases still packed, not fully
arrived, landed and settled in. This planet needs grounding and embodiment
work, yet can be a very intuitive resource if used as such.  
 
Being in limbo is a “neither here nor there” type feeling. It's not firmly grounded,
yet not entirely uprooted either. There's a sense of always "preparing" for
something that might be next, just around the corner, arriving today- or tomorrow,
or the next. Limbo requires that we don't fully unpack our bags, that life stays in
boxes ready for the inevitable changes of life and moving on. Limbo can be used
as a protection mode, an internal set point that allows us to not get fully hurt or
damaged. "It didn't really matter that much? I'll be moving on soon anyway."
Limbo can show up as resignation, a sense of futility, a passivity in our
energetics. We may try to take action, but we use limbo as our buffer to give
padding for inevitable pains and disappointments. 
 
A session with my shaman and mentor was a catalyst in helping me identify this
physical response. The tendency for me to "roll out" of my physical body too
easily as a protection mechanism has been a default for me since childhood but
I've been unaware of its consequences. This is actually quite common for those
who have experienced trauma- especially early in life. Staying separate from
what's going on within can be like having a "safe zone" to go to when things get
too tough. But this doesn't bode well for life, or living fully, nor for one's sense of
embodiment. This "neither here nor there" type feeling can be likened to a death
process- the in between realms- when a soul is neither in a body nor in the higher
realms. And so limbo is thus mirroring death in some ways. (Another reason it's
so important to work with the emotional body and somatic embodiment
awareness so that we can ground into what is happening rather than push it
away.  
 
This is a big reason why I'm so passionate about a body centered approach to
therapyand of course the arts- as they are a big messenger for the inner
landscape).  
 
Limbo can show up in our emotional body, our mental body and our physical
body. It can appear as confusion, indecisiveness, lack of clarity, lack of purpose,
a sense of disillusionment and overwhelm. It can cause us to lack commitment or 
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refuse to commit. It can hinder action steps and send us into a state of
depression as a result.  
 
As with any inner process that I'm witnessing in myself, I take it into my jyotish
practice. I look at my chart. I assess the transits. I feel into the planetary
implications- the felt sense of it all. Limbo can be related to sandhi planets.  
 
Sandhi is the gap, the in-between space. The netherworld between signs if you
will. Most schools of Vedic astrology consider this placement to be weak, to lack
strength and clarity. Sandhi planets, who are just entering a sign or just leaving a
sign can lack clarity, purpose and focus, just as I've described about the sense of
being in limbo. Sandhi planets are indeed in limbo. (You can check for this in your
own chart by looking for planets that are less then 2 degrees or over 28 degrees). 
 
It's true, sandhi planets lack the grounding and stability that a planet who is
clearly situated within a sign may offer. It is as though the planet hasn't fully
decided if it is in the house that it is in. It is on its way in or out, but hasn't decided
which one it will be. Its bags are still packed, boxes are still full, and it may not
know if it's here or there. It's a traveler. It's in limbo. 
 
This sense of here nor there, however, can offer some profound insights and
awareness. Nothing is all good nor all bad, and this is quite true with sandhi
planets. The gap offers us a connection to the mystical realms, the nether realms,
and can offer great depth and awareness with what feels untouchable most of the
time (or all the time depending on the individual). Planets that are sandhi offer
potential, possibility, unique insights and depth as a result of their "otherworldly"
connections. These are flexible planets and of course that can show up as
versatility in a person as well. We can let this lack of grounding hinder us or give
us great awareness. That is a choice. I like to remind my clients that what may
appear to be a "negative", is in fact a great gift of some sort just waiting to be
discovered. If there's any part of a chart that gives this type of indication so
clearly, I think it is sandhi planets. 
 
The type of planet and its sign placement will effect the experience of the limbo
dance, and the gift or offering within the chart as a result. In my natal chart I have
a sandhi Saturn. Saturn represents the physical body, its structure, as well as our
sense of support, stability and the ability to be consistent and methodical. The
placement of my sandhi Saturn indicates that there may be some issues with
these indications as a result of his "neither here nor there" placement. However,
the gift here is that he offers me a very real experience of the physical body and 
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the physical structure of the universe, that is beyond the mundane, the tangible. 
 
My lack of physical grounding has insisted that I put in much effort to change that; 
hence my passion for embodiment work. It will be my lifelong work, but I will gain
much growth and grounding as a result. His placement in my 10th house insures
that I will share my experiences of the body (internal body as well as universal
body) with others as a result. This is not without constant effort, but knowing this
expression of Saturn has been profound for me. As a result I've been working
with my "limbo dance" in a very different way. Letting Saturn give me insights and
awareness that I may have not been looking for if I didn't understand his
complexities and unique placement in my chart. And perhaps all of this limbo
work will eventually lead to unpacking my boxes and landing somewhere more
permanently. 
 
As the planets change (every 2.5 days to 2.5 years) each goes through a time
period of sandhi. These time periods offer us an experience of possibility and
change, immense creativity and potential. At these times, we may feel unsettled,
poised for change, but uncertain when it will come. These junction points may
cause us to dream and scheme for something new, yet feel frustration that it isn't
arriving soon enough or fast enough. Sandhi times are like a grace period and
should be treated as such. Don't rush things, force agendas, or take untimely
actions. Let the planet arrive firmly into its house before you force change, make
decisions or take forward action steps. Find ways to surrender to your depths, to
listen intently, quiet the mind, and settle into your inner knowing during 
sandhi planetary dances. The gap is a perfect time for meditation. These are
times to harvest your inner riches; special times that are otherwise unavailable to
us. Listen intently and use these time periods of sandhi, the gap, for the value
that they can offer. 
 
Marana Planets: 
 
A Marana planet is one that occupies a house that its very nature is opposed to. It
will feel like it can’t fully express itself as a result, and will have some frustrations
associated with it. This will be an important part of one’s overall story. 
 
      Moon in the 8th house. 
      Sun in the 12th house. 
      Mars in the 7th house. 
      Venus in the 6th house. 
      Jupiter in the 3rd house. 
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      Mercury in the 4th and 7th. 
      Saturn in the 1st house. 
      Ketu in the 4th house. 
      Rahu in the 9th house. 
 
Combustion: 
 
Any planet that is within 8 to 12 degrees of the Sun is considered to be combust,
or “burned” by the Sun. This often hurts the external significations of a planet, but
may help with the spiritual significations. It is as though the combust planet is
getting intense purification from the Sun (agni). 
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Unique to Vedic astrology, the Nakshatras, or lunar constellations, are directly
connected to the Moon and her myriad of expressions. The Moon changes signs
(houses) roughly every 2.3 days, taking 28 days to move through the twelve signs
of the zodiac. This gives two weeks for a waxing (bright half) Moon and two
weeks for a waning (dark half) Moon. 
 
The Moon is connected to our intuition, intelligence and the nature of the mind
and emotions. These “Moon parts” within us are ever-changing, fickle, and
correlate to the endless movement and change of the Moon. Whereas the
movement of the Sun is linked to the 12 signs of the zodiac, the movement of the
Moon is connected to the 27 nakshatras. The Moon is the lord of all the
nakshatras, where the Sun is the lord of all the rashis (signs). 
 
In the Vedic system of astrology, there are 27 nakshatras (though some texts
refer to 28 for specific spiritual purposes) which easily divides the 360 degrees of
entire zodiac into roughly 13.2 degrees of arc per nakshatra. 
 
Nakshatras are pranic (sanskrit for life force) in their nature and show the
direction of the pranic flow of nature at any given time. The nakshatras tell us
where the prana is being directed, how its tendencies might manifest, and where
Nature is giving her support for expression. They can be seen as natural forces
(through the weather, seasons etc), as mental/emotional tendencies (how the
internal landscape is functioning) or as cosmic archetypes that offer their
guidance through elaborate, ancient myths and stories. This is a unique part of
Vedic astrology and a tool that is used for specifically and accurately making
predictions, as well as to understand how an individual’s karma will manifest in
and around them.  
 
The nakshatras are one of my favorite parts of Vedic astrology because of their
connection to the Moon and nature as well as mind and emotions. They give us a
heightened sense of lunar intelligence and share her mysteries with us very
intimately. Each nakshatra is ruled by a deity (a personified manifestation of its
pranic existence), has at least one symbol, and also has a ruling planet as well.
These connections help to further explain what the nakshatra can offer us at any
given time and how it will effect us. 
 
The most important nakshatra of the natal chart is one’s Moon nakshatra which
represents our mind, intuition and emotional self. The deity will express the
quality of a person’s thinking and explain their internal processing, while the
symbol and planetary rulership further refines its potential. 
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Below is a basic understanding of each nakshatra. Look for your natal Moon
nakshatra in your Jyotish chart and find it here on the list. 
 
     Asvini:   Ruled by the Asvin twins, Sasra and Satya, known as the doctors of  
                    the gods. Healing, rejuvenation, Ayurveda and the creative as well  
                    as the healing arts are exemplified here. Symbol: Horse head. 
 
     Bharani:  Ruled by the deity Yama, lord of death, called the “king of dharma”.  
                      He brings self-control and restraint as well as death and       
                      transformation. Symbol: Yoni (Vagina). 
 
     Krittika:  Ruled by the fire of life, Agni, a sacred fire god who offers   
                     purification, burning, clarification and digestion. Agni’s fire brings      
                     brightness, sharpness and quickness. Symbols: Axe, scalpel, flame. 
 
     Rohini:   Ruled by Lord Brahma, the god of creation who created the               
                    universe from his navel. Sometimes he is called Prajapati, lord of       
                    progeny. Creativity and culture are exemplified here. Symbol: Ox  
                    cart. 
 
     Mrigashirsha:  Ruled by Soma which is the Vedic name for the Moon, lord of  
                               all the nakshatras. Friendliness, a fickle nature, creativity,    
                               comforts as well as growth, ojas, and procreative power are    
                               here. Symbol: Deer head with antlers. 
 
      Ardra:         Ruled by the storm god, Rudra, born of the creator’s  
                          rage. He brings destruction, emotional upheaval, storms and  
                          natural disasters, as well as sickness. Rudra has immense  
                          strength. Symbol: Teardrop and perspiration. 
 
      Punarvasu:  Ruled by Aditi, the mother of all goodness, the eternal Ma. She 
                            gives abundance, unity consciousness, compassion and           
                            unboundedness, as well as protection and guidance, learning  
                            and expansion. Symbol: Quiver of arrows. 
 
      Pushya:    Ruled by Brihaspati, or priest to the gods, also known as the          
                        devaguru Jupiter. Wisdom, awareness, ritual, overcoming negative
                        thoughts and behaviors are exemplified here. Symbol: Milk giving  
                        cow udder. 
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  Ashlesha:  Ruled by Sarpa, the serpent god who is represented by Rahu   
                     (north lunar node). Deception, overconfidence, extremes,  
                     cheating, intense research and study, as well as healing and             
                     transcendence manifest here. Symbol: Coiled serpent. 
 
     Magha:  Ruled by Pitr, who is connected to the ancestors as well as father  
                    and the paternal lineage. Strong masculine energy is here, with a   
                    sense of duty and a need for ancestral connection as well as  
                    authority. Symbol: Throne room. 
 
     Purva Phalguni:  Ruled by Bhaga who is connected to resources, wealth and  
                                   luck. He presides over love and relationship, affection and  
                                   sexual passion. Symbol: Back legs of a bed. 
 
     Uttara Phalguni: Ruled by Aryaman who offers health, bodily strength and  
                                  sustenance. He presides over marriage, family and 
                                  children, and is considered chief of the ancestors. Symbol:  
                                  Front legs of a bed. 
 
     Hasta:  Ruled by Savitr, a form of the Sun at the junction prior to dawn. He      
                  brings awareness, illumination, knowledge and insight, as well as our  
                  “waking up” and realizing. Symbol: Hand or fist. 
 
     Chitra:  Ruled by Vishvakarma, the divine architect and chief of “construction”  
                   for the gods. Building and planning, construction and artistic creation, 
                   karma yoga, ornamentation, reconstruction are a part of  
                   Vishvakarma’s offerings. Symbol: Shining jewel. 
 
      Swati:  Ruled by Vayu, the wind god who is connected to cosmic life force.     
                   He correlates to both the internal and external winds (or prana) as     
                   well as strength, power and movement. Symbol: Sprout, sword,  
                   coral. Vayu brings a sense of unrest, can bring a lack of grounding,  
                   create change and travel. Nothing is static with this nakshatra  
                   because of Vayu’s movement. Both Rudra and Vayu carry a bow and  
                   arrow, which links them and their powerful forces. Vayu can bring  
                   powerful storms as Rudra does, but it can also be gentle and subtle,  
                   which Rudra can not. Vayu is the wind itself, where Rudra is the  
                   calamity of the storm. The strength of all the Rudras, however, comes
                   from Vayu. Hanuman, known for his immense strength and power,  
                   was a son of Vayu. Use the power of Vayu properly and it can take 
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                 you far. Let it scatter you, and you will get lost on the Path. Vayu is  
                 prana, the universal breath of life. The five Vayus cause proper  
                 function within the body. This pranic force is our internal wind, the wind 
                 of life, the breath of the gods, the impeller of life, and the root of  
                 speech.  When Vayu is in balance, the body is healthy, when   
                 imbalanced, disease forms. This is a good time to be vigilant in your    
                 relationship to relationship to prana. Pranayama, yoga, movement of   
                 the body, is essential. Since Saturn is here, he requires you to be  
                 aligned with a regular, established routine as well. Create a daily  
                 practice of moving the body, sweating and stretching, if you don’t     
                 already have one. Likely, you will be forced into it if you are not already
                 taking his advice. It is said that when Vayu is balanced there is health,   
                 and when imbalanced, health problems arise. 
 
                  It is important to tend the emotions with Swati nakshatra, because      
                  emotions often get lost or forgotten, swept aside here. People can      
                  become detached or unaware of their emotional depth. This lack of     
                  connection to the emotional body can lead to pranic and energetic      
                  blockages which will lead to dis-ease and dis-harmony eventually.      
                  Utilizing body-centered Expressive Art Therapy is a perfect tool to use  
                  at this time in order to ensure the relationship between emotions and  
                  body are being strengthened. Moving the body, cultivating somatic      
                  awareness, using one’s creativity through artistic means, all while        
                  connecting the mental, emotional, physical and spiritual bodies,  
                  creates an ideal partnership for ensuring the pranic winds are moving 
                  your emotions, rather than letting them stagnate within. 
 
Vishakha:  Ruled by the dual gods, Indra and Agni, who represent both               
                   political and spiritual power. They bring alliances and support  
                   systems and exemplify “team work”. Symbol: Decorated gateway. 
 
                   Vishaka is ruled by Indragni, a dual god, and is ruled by Jupiter.  
                   Vishaka is a nakshatra that brings mixed results, is considered "mild" 
                   and “hard” so you never quite know what you’re going to get. With  
                   Rahu, you never quite know either, so here we get a double question  
                   mark in some ways. Indragni brings together two forces: Indra, the  
                   high king and political power coupled with Agni, the high priest and  
                   spiritual force. Together they form an alliance that is a powerful,  
                   alchemical duo. The symbol of Vishaka is a decorated gateway, and  
                   essentially Indragni is the portal where all offerings must pass through
                   as they are offered to the gods. The offering is transformed at this  
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                    portal as it passes through, and then the gods ingest these gifts.  
                    Without Indragni overseeing the process, the transformation would   
                    not be possible, nor complete.  
                    
                    Vishaka is related to connecting and creating support and its  
                    rulership by Jupiter can bring expansion and knowledge with it. This 
                    will work well for building new relationships, growing one’s business  
                    and finding new ways to find sustainable support. 
 
                    Indra is a powerful god, while Agni is the fire of life itself. We can  
                    associate Vishaka with many sacred portals- especially the  
                    mouth. Food is an offering to the gods and the Agni fire turns it  
                    into life-giving sustenance. This is a time to create sacred ritual  
                    with seemingly mundane affairs. Create an altar if you don’t  
                    already have one and start a daily ritual of offerings, gratitude and  
                    silence. Make fire offerings to Vishaka on your altar. Be present to  
                    the alchemy afoot in your life. From digestion, to altar offerings, to  
                    love relations, to balancing your asura (demon) energies, find the  
                    transformational tools within your life and all around you. Don’t  
                    forget to say a blessing of gratitude before you eat! 
 
                    Watch for aggressive desires to achieve, jealousy of other people's   
                    accomplishments, and an overly competitive nature. This can be a  
                    time of strong leadership, building powerful alliances, navigating  
                    political roles diplomatically, and success in business. Vishaka can  
                    indicate relationships that provide nourishment and support, as well  
                    as alliances. It can also indicate transformations to you and the  
                    things that nourish and support you.   
 
      Anuradha:  Ruled by Mitra, a form of the Sun, connected to friendship,  
                          companionship and allies. He is supportive and connected to fine  
                          detail work. Symbol: Decorated gateway. 
 
      Jyeshtha:  Ruled by Indra, king of the gods. Controlling urges and the  
                         senses, as well strength, power and heroism are strong here.  
                         Symbol: Talisman, an earring. 
 
      Mula:         Ruled by Nirrti, the wife of adharma (sin). She goes against  
                        Natural Law and brings destruction and uprooting with her.  
                        Symbol: Bundle of roots or lion’s tail. 
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      Purva Ashadha:  Ruled by Apas, the water goddess, connected to emotions,
                                   purification, flowing and feelings, searching and 
                                   rejuvenation. Symbol: Tusk of an elephant, fan. 
 
     Uttara Ashadha:  Ruled by Vishvadeva, or the “all-gods”, which are  
                                   essentially the Universal Principles or Laws of Nature,  
                                   personified. Dharma, nobility and good character are 
                                   offered here. Symbol: Tusk of an elephant, planks of a bed. 
 
     Sravana:    Ruled by Vishnu, the all-pervasive god connected to akasha  
                        (space), existing everywhere. He brings expansion, wisdom and  
                        open-mindedness. Symbol: Three footprints, trident, ear. 
 
     Dhanishta:  Ruled by Vasu, who brings wealth, shining, fame and wealth.  
                          There is a connection to light, jyotish, and creativity here.             
                          Symbol: Drum. 
 
     Shatabhisha:  Ruled by Varuna, the guardian of Natural Law, or universal  
                              principles. He sees everything and brings his discrimination  
                              and judgment with him, while offering punishment and  
                              repentance. Symbol: Empty circle or a charm.  
 
     Purva Bhadrapada:  Ruled by Ajaikapada, which is connected to lord of the  
                                        dance, Lord Shiva. Dark tantra or ritual and purification  
                                        can arise here, as well as tapas and penance. Symbol:  
                                        Front of a funeral cot, two faced man. 
 
     Uttara Bhadrapada:  Ruled by Ahirbudhnya, or the naga, serpent god who is  
                                        connected to the deep nether regions, or our  
                                        subconscious mind. Naga is connected to Ketu (south  
                                        lunar node) as well as unseen, hidden territory. Symbol:  
                                        Back legs of a funeral cot. 
 
     Revati:  Ruled by Pushan, the nourisher, who offers guidance and protection  
                   on one’s path and brings nourishment and prosperity with him.  
                   Symbol: Drum for keeping time. 
 
 
You can also search the tags for each nakshatra and their deity on my blog for a
backlog of all articles written about each one. 
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Planetary rulers for each nakshatra: 
 
      Ashwini: Ketu 
      Bharani: Venus 
      Krittika: Sun 
      Rohini: Moon 
      Mrigashirsha: Mars 
      Ardra: Rahu 
      Punarvasu: Jupiter 
      Pushya: Saturn 
      Ashlesha: Mercury 
      Magha: Ketu 
      Purvaphalguni: Venus 
      Uttaraphalguni: Sun 
      Hasta: Moon 
      Chitra: Mars 
      Swati: Rahu 
      Vishaka: Jupiter 
      Anuradha: Saturn 
      Jyeshtha: Mercury 
      Mula: Ketu 
      Purvashada: Venus 
      Uttarashada: Sun 
      Sravana: Moon 
      Dhanishta: Mars 
      Satabisha: Rahu 
      Purvabhadrapada: Jupiter 
      Uttarabhadrapada: Saturn 
      Revati: Mercury 
 
Nakshatra Quality and Energetic Expression: 
 
Fixed: These nakshatras give good results for stable, permanent and
persevering results. Rohini, Uttaraphalguni, Uttarashada, Uttarabhadrapada 
 
Sharp and Dreadful: These nakshatras offer the ability to cut, make decisions,
and executive abilities. Ardra, Ashlesha, Jyeshtha, Mula 
 
Fierce and Severe: These nakshatras are good when harsh or aggressive
results are needed. Bharani, Magha, Purvaphalguni, Purvashada 
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Light: These nakshatras are not heavy and give quick, active, prompt, graceful
and easy results. Purvabhadrapada, Ashwini, Pushya, Hasta 
 
Soft, Mild, Tender: These nakshatras offer an easy going nature, enjoyable and
pleasurable. Mrigashirsha, Chitra, Anuradha, Revati 
 
A Mix of Soft and Hard: These nakshatras are a combination of soft and hard
and give mixed results. Krittika, Vishaka 
 
Moveable: These nakshatras are moveable and change easily. Punarvasu,
Swati, Sravana, Dhanishta, Satabisha 
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Atma Karaka Planets

Karaka means indicator, to make or do, to produce or create, and also that which
is instrumental in bringing about an action. The Atma Karaka planet, or soul
planet, is the one that you have the most karma to work with in this life. It is the
most important karaka. This AK planet is the key that controls all other factors,
elements and significations  of the chart, as a king influences the affairs of its
subjects and its lands.  
 
The natural significations of the planet will share a lot about what you are working
on in this life time, what is most alive in your personal mythology, and what
karmas are an intimate part of your work. The work of the Atma Karaka planet is
work that is being done on the soul level of life, the Atma. How the AK planet
interacts with the rest of the chart will also share how your soul responds to life,
your environment, and ultimately others. The AK planet is calculated from the
highest degree planet of the chart. Ketu is not used because he is not connected
to a form, he is formless, and represents our moksha; he is no longer earth
bound. Rahu always moves backwards and therefore his degrees are calculated 
backwards as well. Take Rahu’s degrees and subtract them from 30 (there are 30
degrees in each sign) so you can see how far backwards he has moved through
the sign. Then see which planet has the highest degree in your chart to determine
your AK planet. 
 
Saturn 
 
Your Atma Karaka planet is Saturn or Sani in Sanskrit. This is the planet that your
soul, inner nature and karmas are connected to and represented by. Saturn is the
planet of grief, suffering, sadness, hard work, cycles, rhythms and slow progress. 
 
When one's AK is Saturn, it indicates that the person will experience sorrow and
sadness in life and will be connected to that sadness and the sadness of others. 
 
You have a deep understanding of human suffering, and see it as the
transformational tool. We all suffer and you understand this with great
compassion and self-knowledge. Your dharma should be focused on helping to
relieve suffering, since you are so closely connected to it. You can help others
with tools and practices that can ease their grief and hardships. Saturn is also
connected to ancient lineages like the Vedic tradition as well as hard, disciplined
practices like yoga asanas and meditation, as well as physical movement like
dance. Saturn likes to sweat. Routine is good for you, sadhana is essential. Study
the various meanings of Saturn, how he operates, what he expects of you and
how to be in harmony with him in order to reduce health issues and  
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mental/emotional burdens. Ayurveda is the master source for keeping ones
health in alignment with Saturn's wishes. Also, if you have connections to death
and grief, grief work may be a good fit for your personal healing work- it will
benefit you as well as the healing of others. 
 
Saturn is a great friend to have on your side, as long as you know how to
harmonize with him. He does things slowly and represents old age. So these
people tend to ripen later in life. You need life and its process for your growth and 
with it you gain deep and lasting knowledge, the kind that can only come with
time.  
 
Rahu 
 
Your AK planet is Rahu. Rahu is a shadow planet (the North Node) and brings us
strong desires and cravings. He wants and creates desires for us on this material
plane of existence. He has a strong drive and can be obsessive about his desires.
He can take us off the spiritual path and keeps us from the true meaning of life-
which is why the moksha planet, Ketu, always sits seven houses away from him.
(Ketu snips the ties that bind us to the material realm).  
 
Rahu as AK indicates that the person is under the influence of the shadow and
has to work hard at unveiling him/herself. You may be cheated by others, feel
cheated, or cheat. Ultimately you are cheating your Self if you use deception so
be aware of your actions and where they come from.  
 
These individuals may accidentally fall into difficult situations because of lack of
judgment. They need to be very clear about discerning between what is for their
highest good and the good of others. Learning to trust your Self above all else is
a very important for you.  
 
The cause of creation is our desire which is represented by Rahu. Without Rahu
and his appetite, his desire, we would not have incarnated and our innate ability
to create our lives would not be possible. Rahu expresses our souls desire to
incarnate, to be alive in this form on the earth plane. There are strong pulls here
to grow, learn, change and deepen one’s understanding of life. 
 
You can use your Rahu instincts for harnessing great power and material
expansion because he is so worldly wise. Just don't lose sight of your inner
spiritual goals and the work that it takes to really advance in this life- which
ultimately has nothing to do with worldly treasures. Rahu also represents foreign
affairs (that which seems foreign to you) and you can use this fascination with the 
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foreign to learn about ancient knowledge. (Your interest in Vedic astrology is an
example of this craving for the foreign yet spiritual).  
 
Rahu needs discipline and routine to overcome him. Use ancient spiritual
techniques like yoga and meditation to bring your light out, just make sure that
there is a very ancient, pure lineage attached to the techniques. Nothing new
agey or created by a "modern master". You can use this Rahu awareness to be
two steps ahead of others, two steps ahead of your Self, and make choices that
are more dharmic, rather than adharmic as a result. For you, finding the meaning
of purity (sattya) and truth is an excellent Path to follow.  
 
Mercury 
 
Your Atma Karaka planet is Mercury or Budha in Sanskrit. When one's Atma
Karaka is Mercury, there is a great connection to communications of all sorts.  
 
Mercury represents the mind, the mental functions. It also has to do with
computers, communicating through computers (email, websites, social media
etc.) and is also an indicator of cell phones, lecturing and talking. Mercury is
known as Saumyagraha, the friendly planet. These people are helpful and like to
connect, need to connect and create a life based on their connections. There is
also a propensity for gaining knowledge- reading books, growing mentally,
seeking wisdom etc. Working with any of the above: computers,
networking, communication, speech, writing, the mind and wisdom, are all
intrinsic to your dharma. You may find that they all work together for you!  
 
Mercury is charming and jovial, is ruled by the color green. Mercury has sharp
business skills, has an innate awareness of the markets and is a natural
merchant. Mercury is a prince, studious and good at lecturing and is an
independent thinker. Giving and receiving information are key traits here.  
 
The key things to remember as a Mercury AK are to be truthful in your thoughts,
purify your thoughts and mind through meditation and pure knowledge. 
 
Watch your speech and what you say, be truthful. Remember that not everything
is a debate nor a verbal competition. Avoid mind games. Don't dominate
conversations. Since Mercury is very mutable, and adapts to the environment that
it is in, it is essential to be careful of the company you keep and the environments
that you are in. 
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Moon 
 
Having an AK Moon (Chandra in Sanskrit) indicates that an individual is
connected deeply to the emotional body and must learn to surf these inner tides
in this life. The primary work is to learn the emotions and work with them, not
against them, to use them, not fight them. Moon AK also indicates a person who
is very much connected to the things that moon represents: mother, intuition,
land, home, heart, nurturing and compassion. These are very caring people and
need comfort and support in their life in order to feel safe and grounded. Family
and social life is a central part of their lives and they may become overly attached
to family and friends. Realizing that the whole world is here to support and nurture
is a good reminder and focus.  
 
Moon (Chandra) is also related to soma, the nectar of life. The moon is wise and
strongly intuitive, has sweet speech and gentle manners but is fickle minded and
a hopeless romantic. The moon is merely a reflection of the Sun, so the family
dynamics between father and mother are particularly important for these
individuals. Likely, though, a moon AK will be more attached to the mother if the
chart supports this. If the Sun is not a strong support for the Moon, the Moon
cannot thrive. The Sun shows the dharma passed to an individual from the father,
while the Moon shows the emotional and psychological health of the child passed
through the mother- in the womb during gestation, at the time of birth and
throughout early childhood.  
 
The Moon is friendly towards all the planets and doesn't make enemies- Moon
people are the same. Conflict is extremely uncomfortable for these individuals.
Moon is very social and loves community, neighbors and social interactions
However, Moon people are mutable and change to sync up with their
surroundings.  It is very important that Moon people keep very good sattvic
(pure) company so that they do not become overburdened with dark energy.
Being in water, near water and cleansing in water daily is helpful for Moon people
to clear any energy they may have picked up during the day that is not their own. 
 
Moon Atma Karaka need to feel comfort and a sense of security in order to thrive. 
These people are sensitive and feel vulnerable, are easily hurt and damaged.  
 
Home, mother, security, land and the emotional/psychological aspects of life are
very important to their sense of well being. Bhakti yoga and devotional practices
will help the heart expand and be soothed. Following the phases of the moon and
making adjustments with these cosmic tides can be helpful as well.  
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Art and creativity are excellent tools (especially singing) for Moon people to move
the emotional tides they are so connected to. Somatic and Expressive Art
therapies are essential for these individuals. Moon AK individuals are here to
learn to nurture and be nurtured, to work with the emotional realms and to expand
their compassion and devotional abilities. 
 
Venus 
 
Your Atma Karaka planet is Venus or Shukra in Sanskrit. Venus is the planet of
beauty, romance, love, passion, creativity, pro-creation, creative life force,
relationships, femininity, art and artistry, music.  
 
Physically, Venus relates to the reproductive tissues of the body (semen and
ovaries) hence the correlation to procreation as well as the hormones that
regulate sexuality. Venus also correlates to the immune system and it is well
known that love boosts immunity and gives a new propensity for life. Art and
creativity are just another expression of the act of creation. Venus is also water,
which has a life-giving quality to it. Water literally gives life- to all expressions of
Nature. Venus can give rejuvenation and health as a result and is responsible for
the life-giving qualities that sustain us.  
 
In Vedic lore, it is said that Venus can bring the dead back to life- metaphoric on
many different levels. On the physical level, when a person is sick or near death,
it is the power of Venus that can cure them and bring health back. (Recitation of
the Mrtyunjaya Mantra can be used for this purpose). It is also only through
procreation that a soul can be reborn into a human body, thus Venus give us an
opportunity at life.  
 
Venus is also a guru (teacher) to the demons (asuras), literally to those who don't
see the light. Jupiter is the guru of the devas (gods). Venus is considered our
"lower nature" because it represents our base desires, instincts. It can be
connected to overindulgences as a result. Because Venus is an expression of
Rajas (guna), at its worst it can create overindulgence and cravings for
intoxicants- especially alcohol and sugar- as well as lust and strong desires for
"love". Pure love is a deva emotion, while jealousy, greed and hatred are asura
(demon) emotions. 
 
Because Venus is naturally associate with art and creativity, including music and 
singing, Venus Atma Karaka indicates that the soul is here to learn the elements
of creative acts and creative process. 
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Beauty is important to you as well as being involved with the act of creating and
being creative- art is naturally an essential tool for learning and growing in this
awareness. Venus AK also means you will be navigating sexual impulses and
relationships as well. Part of your work will include navigating and controlling your
sexual energy, refraining from lust and illegitimate sex. Working on relationships
and being in relation are key concepts for you. 
 
Lakshmi is the deity associated with Venus. She is the embodiment of wealth,
prosperity and the abundant flow of energy. She is good for you to be connected
to.  
 
Jupiter 
 
Your Atma Karaka is Jupiter, or Guru in Sanskrit. Jupiter is just that, a guru, a
teacher, the planet that gives us expansion and knowledge, assistance and
support. He is kapha in nature (somagenic), but relates to akasha (space)
because of his all pervasiveness. Jupiter, like the sanskrit meaning of guru, is the
glue that holds the universe together, creating harmony, health, wisdom and
understanding. He is a nonviolent force and rather than fighting a battle, he will
win the opposition over to his side. Since he rules the devas (gods), he likes to
transform the asuras (demons) within us. (We can think of this metpahor as good
thoughts over bad thoughts, our shadow self vs. our enlightened self).  
 
In jyotish, Jupiter is considered the most benefic planet and he brings us our
blessings, graces, knowledge, expansion, wealth and wisdom wherever he is
placed. He gives support and nourishment to the houses he looks at (his drishti)
and helps us overcome the obstacles that come to us. He can also give luck and
wealth. Jupiter shows us our values, where our “expansion of self” is directed and
what we put importance on. Jupiter gives life, contentment and joy which arises
from sattva (purity). Jupiter is literally the manifestation of the Divine and gives us
our knowledge, truth and understanding.  
 
When the Atma Karaka is Jupiter, the soul purpose is expansion. There is a
strong affinity for knowledge, growth, increased awareness and personal
expansion. You will need to learn to be open to other people’s needs, opinions
and thoughts, while always respecting the teacher, guru, and those that give
knowledge and wisdom. Respect the husband/spouse, father and children as
these are big teachers for you and help expand your awareness and
enlightenment. Follow a guru that is connected to an ancient lineage and has
strong knowledge sources, only pure, sattvic knowledge will suffice. 
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Sun 
 
Your Atma Karaka is Sun, or Surya in Sanskrit. The Sun is responsible for giving
light and energy so that all things can grow and prosper, however, too much light
and the Sun burns and scorches. Sun represents resources and the things we
need to survive as well as the soul. It is the light within us that guides our lives.
The soul is what insures there is life- if the soul is not happy, the body grows sick
and dies.  
 
In Jyotish, the Sun represents father, king, rank and position, power and
authority, respect and rulership. The Sun will give us dharma (the proper path to
follow). Traditionally, the father is supposed to help guide the child on their path of
dharma. Father is responsible for instilling self-esteem, and ultimately gives the
spark of life via his sperm. The Sun is also responsible for illuminating the Moon
through his reflection. Together Sun and Moon represent God and Goddess who
create life and our experienced reality. The Sun represents spirituality and will
show us our relationship to spirituality in this life. Sun brings the light, showing us
truth, satya. The Sun is the most regular planet and the one that sets the pace of
time through days, seasons and bio-rhythms.  
 
When Sun is the the Atma Karaka, power and authority are important.  
 
Mars 
 
Mars (also Mangal or Kuja) is a warrior planet (Kshatriya) by nature. He is cruel,
aggressive, forces things, is inconsiderate, hasty, Pitta (fire) constitution, easily
angered and hot. He carries forward actions of the King (Sun) and has a soldier
mentality. Mars is a Tamas planet, does not think, he just carries out the orders
he has been given. His job is to protect and thus he is naturally related to people
like soldiers, policeman and guards. Since Mars is connected to the element of
fire, on the internal level, he is connected to agni- or stomach fire and digestion.
Health of the body is maintained when food is properly digested and toxins are
eliminated; Mars is essential for strong health, but can also bring problems with
excess fire and heat. He regulates energy levels of the body (digestion transforms
food into life giving resources) as well as the regulation of body tissues (dhatus)
and nerve tissues and nervous system. Excess heat in the physical body can
bring a myriad of disorders, however, mentally, this creates a need to control 
outcomes and situations. Faith and trust are a huge part of taming this forceful
fire nature.  
 
Mars, or Kuja, is considered “of the earth” and is thus a personification of the  
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Earth as Ma, the Great Mother (think Kali Ma). As a result Mars relates to land,
earth, property as well as the protector of these significators. However, Mars is
associated with the Rudras (storm gods) as well as violence and violent acts that
bring harm- through fire, cutting, bleeding, tearing and killing. However, this Mars
behavior can be positive for actions that require penetrating thoughts, skills with
cutting, physical prowess, mechanical tendencies, depth and research. Surgeries,
occult knowledge, martial arts, things and situations that require cutting or force
can be aided with the help of Mars. He deals with matters of the earth plane
(bhumi loka). 
 
Mars Atma Karaka individuals need to manage their temper, aggression and
anger. They are here to learn more about ahimsa (non-harming) and need to
create a life for themselves free of killing and competition. Learning to be playful
and spontaneous is helpful. Keeping life light and carefree is essential, a lifestyle
that smooths out the harsh rigidity of the Mars tendencies.  
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If you're like me, your life purpose, your dharma, has perplexed and plagued you. 
 
In fact, it wasn't too long ago that I wondered why I was struggling to find my
dharmic path, or if I ever would find it. My purpose for being alive, has been a life
long quest; for the majority of my life it has been a driving force for me. At the
same time, it has been a source of angst, agitation, fear, and quandary, not to
mention forcing me to deeply surrender.  
 
I've not lacked desire or ambition, though at many times I've wanted to give up
my search, or any glimpse of hope that I had a dharmic purpose in this life; one
that would give me great joy, and give back to the world and humanity. My health
and physical body have also been primary concerns. My sensitivity in physical,
mental and emotional bodies have forced me to live life very differently than the
rest of the world, adding to my angst, turmoil and depression. Will I ever have the
energy to live my purpose? Can I keep up with the demands of a full time job?
How can I impact the world, when I need so much TLC and rest? 
 
Though my primary resource for getting insights into my life path these days are
through jyotish, it wasn’t very helpful in my search for dharmic understanding in
the past. In fact when I went from jyotishi to jyotishi seeking their advice and their
counsel, they all said different things. Some said writing would be “good”, others
said artist (but not dance!), I even had one jyotishi tell me that I could be a lawyer!
And while many of these pieces fit me and my chart in some capacity, they don’t
nail it. And they certainly didn’t provide the clarity I was seeking so desperately. It
wasn’t until I committed myself to studying my own chart that the answers started
to reveal themselves. 
 
This is the primary reason I strongly advise my clients to study their own charts. It
is a tool of self development, spiritual awakening and creating awareness about
the individual self in relation to the world. It is the map of one’s karmas- the things
we can’t avoid or neglect- while also providing insights into where we need more
support, consistency and knowledge.  
 
Using one’s jyotish chart as a tool of awakening takes willingness, the desire to
awaken and the dissolving of the ego in order to be honest about one’s shadows
and karma’s. It is through studying my own chart that I’ve realized my unique
purpose in life and also why I trust the steps I’m now taking to maximize my
dharmic path. Without the gift of jyotish as a tool of awareness, I know I’d be
missing some very important information. 
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Growing in Dharmic Wisdom 
 
The chart is an unfolding map. As you learn and grow, more and more pieces of
information appear and emerge from the chart, more pieces make sense and
more trust can be had. I see it as a reciprocal, looping, and spiraling. A tool for
deeper listening, being honest and straight forward with ourselves- if we choose
to be. And when we need a  nudge of awakening, it can be helpful to get a
trustworthy outside view from a jyotishi as well. 
 
Even if, as in my case, outside views and jyotish consults didn’t give me the
information I needed about my own dharma, I now see that even those
experiences, nudged me closer to my dharma- which is connected to studying my
own chart! I chuckle about this now because it’s very evident in my chart that I
have to stumble a bit to trust my path and that my dharma is quite unusual. So
unusual in fact that it really hasn’t been done before. How could a jyotishi tell me
what my dharma is when I’m a pioneer and they’d not seen it before? 
 
As I meet with my clients around the world, this theme continues to emerge. My
clients are like me in that their dharmas are entirely unique. They are the first to
create their unique synergy of modalities and use them together. They are the
first in their family certainly, and that combined with a society that doesn’t have a
name or a label for one’s occupation, can be discouraging or even derailing. 
 
I also know from experience that many beings are on the planet right now to
restore their family dharma. What has been lost for generations is now re-
emerging through a special family member, guided by the ancestors, yet
shrouded in mystery, challenges and much discouragement simultaneously. It is
certainly my story and one that I recognize in almost every client that comes to
me. I believe this to be part of my dharma as well- to help others restore their
family’s lineage to its original order. We are the artists, musicians, teachers
(gurus), healers, maintainers of the spiritual and the sacred. 
 
Look carefully at your family tree. Where are there hints of these pieces, these
threads, in your family lineage? How have they appeared, or disappeared,
throughout the generations? These will be important details you will want to be
aware of as you study your own chart, gather resources for your life purpose, and
affirm your own dharma. 
 
Most of my clients are already doing small parts of their dharmic purpose, but not
feeling totally fulfilled. And like me they have multiple passions and a lot of
creativity (whether they are conscious of it or not!) These multiple passions can  
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cause confusion and concerns about how to create a living for oneself, as well as
how to choose a path. I am of the mind that we don’t have to choose! We are 
likely just not realizing how to knit all of our passions together as one package
offering. 
 
Dharma: What Does it Really Mean? 
 
It’s a loaded word. And yet it’s tossed around a lot these days. The dharma of the
past is much different than the dharma of today. In fact, as I mentioned
previously, dharma has essentially been lost in our Westerncentric culture- which
is undoubtedly the source of much discord and confusion. I believe that if we are
miserable and not experiencing joy from our work, then we are not doing our
dharma. Dharma is most certainly living our purpose, our family’s purpose, the
shakti of our lineage. It is coming forth from us, to serve the world in some
capacity. 
 
In Kali Yuga (a 432,000 year time period we are currently in that is ruled by Maha
Kali the demon, where adharma and sin reigns supreme) we may or may not find
our dharma or life purpose. We may aimlessly wander and not fulfill our dharma.
The legacy of our family lineage may or may not emerge from us. We may pass
the seeds (bij) but they may not take root, grow and blossom through us and with
our life force. This is a sin in and of itself and the cause of much suffering. 
 
These days, dharma can even be something blatantly sinful that is passed
through the lineage and emerges through occupations, traits and characteristics.
Story telling for example was once a very important role in passing significant
cultural legacies on to future generations. Today, TV and movies are the modern
story tellers. Very few really meaningful stories for the most part! In Kali Yuga,
anything goes. Even the definition of dharma and the ways in which it emerges is
very different than hundreds or thousands of years ago. 
 
To the ancient Vedic civilizations, dharma was much more clearly defined.
Occupations were passed from generation to generation and there wasn’t much
say in the matter. Karmically, individuals surrendered to the reality that they
chose that incarnation as a way to learn, through that specific family dharma. I
think it’s similar today, though we just aren’t aware of the dharma, and that
confusion alone is the source of the suffering, the maya (illusion) of this life. 
 
This has been the case for me and my family. It is also the case for the majority of
my clients. 
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Using Your Map 
 
Studying your jyotish chart is an essential for understanding your dharma.  
 
First, look at the ninth house- the house of dharma. In the jyotish chart, it is very
important for identifying many parts of the life purpose. This is where you begin
your investigation. The ninth house is the house of the guru, the teacher, how
wisdom comes to you, what type of wisdom and knowledge come, and how (if)
you receive it. This is considered the most auspicious house of the chart and
since jyotish has traditionally been a tool used for dharmic and spiritual purposes,
this house is obviously a predominate resource for the overall chart as well. It is
also used for calculating the Navamsha, a divisional chart that is used to further
refine dharma, the spouse, and the inner experience of the being. It also shows
how the “fruit ripens on the tree” or how the karmas play out so to speak. 
 
Next look at the tenth house. This is the most external of the twelve houses. It is
the house of career, one’s offering to the world. From the tenth house we can tell
what types of offerings are given and in what capacity we give them. We can
further refine the dharma in this way. It should be noted though that these days it
is common that career (10th house) has no connection to the dharma (9th
house). It may be the career that pays the bills, but the dharma goes unawakened
or unused in some capacity.  
 
The other houses that are important in order to refine the offerings of a person's
path are the fifth house and the sixth. The fifth house correlates to our creative
energy and potential. This is why it is connected to children, but also our passion.
It is also the house connected to students and clients. The sixth house is the
house of both healing and being healed. It will be a predominant player in the
chart of someone who’s life purpose has to do with healing and helping others;
being in service essentially. The 7th house as well can be a part of the dharmic
picture. This house of "relationships" will further refine who you are working with-
considered the "other" and your mirror. 
 
Finally, the third house is vital for our courage and our ability to move forward in
life with action steps. It is also the house of the arts- fine arts and creativity that
requires the hands specifically, but also dance and movement. Most clients who
come to me are neglecting their creativity and neglecting their inner artist. The
third house can be a valuable resource for understanding one’s creative gifts. 
 
If you’re wondering about money (we all need it!) look to the second house. This  
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is the house of comfort and nourishment (literally the body part is mouth and
throat) as well as wealth. Money is a source of comfort after all. This house will be
important for informing the financial well being of the chart, as it connects to
career and life purpose. 
 
The interaction of these houses, the planets involved, the nakshatras enlivened,
and the dance of all these elements with the overall chart, is all part of your
dharmic story. 
 
You will want to look for key symbols from the planets involved such as from
Jupiter (the guru) who indicates teaching, giving knowledge, or being in a position
of offering information. Saturn will give his benefits through physical labor, slow
and steady growth. I often see yoga, dancing, somatic work and ancient practices
connected to him. Mercury inspires writing and communications of all kinds.
Venus correlates to the feminine, to art and the life giving capabilities of the arts.
The Moon offers nurturing, nourishment and support, as well as hospitality and
the qualities of mothering. Sun on the other hand denotes fatherly qualities,
leadership and needing to be visible and “seen”. The nodes have unique
offerings. Ketu connects to computers (especially the internet), moksha and
liberation, as well as unique or unusual modalities. Rahu is worldly and wants
attention from others (and can get it!) and is connected to the foreign or unusual. 
 
The nakshatras offer further refinement based on the meaning of the nakshatra,
the deity involved, and the planetary ruler of the nakshatra. These are essential
details for fine tuning the dharmic story and the unique attributes of your life
purpose. 
 
Study your 9th house and look at the relationship it has with the rest of the chart.
What is the ruling planet of this house and where does it sit in the chart? What
planets sit in the 9th house- if any? Do the same with the 10th house. Note any
connections these houses have with the 3rd, 5th and 6th. Are there connections
to the 2nd house of wealth and nourishment? How are you nourished by your
dharma in other words, and how do you nourish others? 
 
I find jyotish to be a crucial tool for self awareness and self development. Study
your chart and grow in the wisdom that is you! No one can truly know your chart
as well as you because you are living it. However, jyotish has layer upon layer
upon layer that slowly reveal themselves, so remember this is a slow process and
one that is rooted in gnana (knowledge and wisdom). You will also miss what you
don’t want to see! So be careful with those blind spots. 
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Use the information above to get you started and to look at your chart in new
ways. Study the planets, their nature, and how they express themselves in your
chart. The unique dharmic wisdom of your life path is carefully folded into the map
of your jyotish chart. With slow and steady steps of wisdom and patience, your
path will begin to unfold. 
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Indicators of Sensitivity 

Knowing that I am sensitive has helped me a great deal to accept my unique
needs. As a result, I've known that I respond to life differently than most. That I
need more time for recovery from travel, stressful situations, and that I need extra
alone time to cope with life in general. My body has told me my entire life that it
needs extra TLC. As a result I've been forced to change habits, my lifestyle, diet
and more, in order to have any sense of well being. 
 
It's been a challenging existence much of the time. But as I've gained skills,
awareness and resources, I've been able to manage and work with my sensitivity
in more helpful ways. An ongoing process indeed! 
 
These days, however, I'm beginning to realize just how much of a gift my
sensitivity is. I've been sharing a lot more about my sensitive reality recently. I've
realized over the years that the majority of my clients are in fact like me, extra
sensitive, and this is part of their personal struggle and turmoil. Many of their
"sensitivity struggles" are why they are seeking out my assistance to begin with. 
 
Learning best practice for your own sensitivity is vital for increased fulfillment in
life. I suggest looking at your sensitivity and the changes that have to be made in
your lifestyle as an opportunity for self realization, increased awareness, and as
part of your path to unique greatness. Cultivating a relationship with your
sensitivity can in fact help you develop your innate creativity, intuitive gifts, and be
an offering to others who are walking a similar path. In fact, embracing your
sensitivity can often lead you directly to your dharma and life purpose! 
 
 
Identifying Sensitivity in the Chart 
 
Jyotish has been a part of my path for many years. I had my first chart done at
age seven, and though I found it intriguing and helpful in many regards, every
jyotishi I've ever been to has seen my sensitivity as a hindrance to career and
fulfillment in my life. Not a very positive outlook for an already inward and
sensitive individual! 
 
To complicate matters, no jyotishi was ever able to tell me why I am sensitive,
and how that was manifesting in my life based on my chart details. Nor did they
tell me how they saw that in my chart, what it means for my life, and what some
tools might be for helping me work more effectively with this sensitivity. It was
clear that my dharma and career would be impacted and there wasn't much hope
given for these areas of my life. "Slow start with career" they would say, or "very 
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creative".  But their advice for my life was always the same: "meditation,
ayurveda, good routine." These are of course helpful tools, even vital, for me and
other sensitive individuals. They have been life savers in many regards, but
interestingly I'm now realizing I need to re-adjust even these tools to better 
suit my sensitivity! 
 
Along the way, and by looking at many charts over the years, while tracking the
types of clients who arrive at my door, I've started to see certain markers of
sensitivity in jyotish charts. There is a spectrum of sensitivity we may experience
based on the planetary influences in our jyotish chart that will effect our life
experiences and felt senses. As Dr. Elaine Aron's speaks intimately about in her
book, many sensitive people are artists, musicians, thinkers, philosophers, and
highly gifted with strong imaginations. As I look at jyotish charts of sensitive
people. I am not surprised. 
 
I've come to understand there is quite a spectrum of sensitivity that occurs. It
develops in a myriad of ways based on many different types of conditioning.
There are as many possibilities as there are jyotish charts! But there are markers
and ways to identify it from a Jyotish perspective. Below are some things to look
for in your own chart in order for you to track your self more effectively. This is
based on my personal experience, my study of multiple charts and individuals, as
well as my intuitive understanding. These are basic markers by the way. Often
the web of energy is much more complex in the overall chart, but having any one
of these indications will provoke sensitivity for you. 
 
Part of what I am looking at in a jyotish chart are the effects on the emotional
body (Moon), mental body (Mercury) and the physical body (Saturn as well as
Sun). The four levels of awareness and our being, essentially. 
 
The Moon is my main concern for sensitivity as it relates to our emotions and our
intuition as well as our "felt sense" of life. The Moon plays a big role in our overall
intelligence as well as our creativity. Read why the Moon is so important.
Admittedly, the Moon is a huge part of my overall life's work- personally and
professionally. And from a jyotish and Vedic perspective, the Moon holds many
valuable pieces of wisdom for our experience of life. 
 
I will speak mostly about the effects on the Moon here, but understand that these
planetary effects on Mercury (mental body) and Sun (physical soul body) will
cause specific sensitivities to these bodies as well. Note that the more markers
you have effecting mental, emotional and physical bodies, the greater the overall
sensitivity you will be experiencing- as well as their interactions with each other.  
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Understanding Your Moon 
 
      Moon + Saturn 
 
Saturn is the planet of structure, form and our karmas. He brings grief and
suffering and rules time. Saturn touching the Moon by conjunction (same house)
as the Moon will increase the emotional sensitivity in often extreme ways. This
can bring heightened depression, grief, disappointments and sense of
discouragement. These tendencies may appear if Saturn aspects the moon with
his drishti- three, seven or ten houses away from him. His effects on Mercury, and
Sun will give sensitivity to the mind and body as well. If Saturn is in the gap
between signs (sandhi) then expect an increased physical sensitivity which can
result in embodiment or physical issues. This can manifest as either a struggle
staying in the body or with awareness of the body, and of course health issues.
With work and focus, however, this can develop into a gifted somatic wisdom.  
 
Read more about sandhi planets + Saturn. 
 
A Saturn Atma Karaka (soul planet) can indicate extra sensitivity and will likely
result in Saturn being a predominant force somehow in the overall chart. Working
with suffering (individually) and as a part of one's path are indicated (due to
personal experience!) Also, any planet that is in a nakshatra ruled by Saturn will
offer the gifts of Saturn and can increase the sensitivity of the planet in that
nakshatra. For example, Moon in Uttarabhadrapada, ruled by Saturn, will
increase the sensitivity of the Moon and other indications of the chart will likely
refine this understanding. 
 
      Moon + Ketu 
 
Moon touched by Ketu will also increase the sensitivity of the emotional body.
Ketu is a lunar node, not a true planet. As the "tail of the serpent" his role is to
provide mokshaenlightenment. He does so by snipping our attachments, forcing
us to let go of what we are gripping in this life time. When he connects with the
Moon, he increases sensitivity by disruption. Since Ketu is a planet of re-
structuring and deconstruction, the gentleness of the Moon is in a constant state
of extra fragility. This can manifest as easy agitation, very sudden emotional
outbursts, anger and frustration at the slightest changes or disturbances. There is
an underlying sense of not "being in control" which can often manifest as needing
extra control in one's life. 
 
When Ketu touches the Moon, it is hyper aware and overly alert. It is like having  
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antennae up all the time.  I think of this as a very thin emotional membrane that
needs extra protection and vigilance in order for a sense of nurturing to be felt.
There were likely issues very early on that increased this "over-stimulation" and
exacerbated the sensitivity of the felt senses, so those with Ketu/Moon
connections need to be very gentle with themselves and cultivate a life to counter
the extra sensitivity. Since Ketu is not a planet and has no head, he can't give
gaze or drishti. However, I consistently see his effects from a five, seven and nine
aspect give results, so look for this to play a big role in your Moon's experience
even if they aren't conjunct in the same house. Ketu/Moon connections can bring
increased intuition (of a psychic level) if cultivated and nurtured. On the other end
of the spectrum there can be a complete emotional numbing from constantly
"cutting" over the emotions and essentially bypassing them altogether. 
 
As I mentioned with nakshatras ruled by Saturn, the same holds true for Ketu. If
the Moon is in a nakshatra ruled by Ketu (Ashwini for example), expect this
Ketu/Moon sensitivity to be relevant as well. 
 
Ketu cannot be an Atma Karaka (soul planet) because he is not of this world. The 
amount of Ketu in the chart through placement, nakshatras etc. however plays a
valuable role in our sensitivity overall. 
 
      Moon + Rahu 
 
Just like the tail of the serpent (Ketu), the head of the serpent (Rahu) brings his
effects to the Moon as well. Instead of cutting attachments, Rahu increases them.
He has a voracious appetite and increases obsession and desire, while also
providing a sense of shadow or illusion with him. He is the ultimate veil of maya.
When he touches the Moon, he brings his shadowed self with him. The Moon
feels this sense of illusion and shadowed self, resulting in a toxic emotional body.
It can feel extreme, intense and overwhelming much of the time. It can drive
addictions, using drugs and alcohol to suppress or numb the emotional intensity. 
 
Rahu with the Moon distorts the sense of Self and often results in more extreme
self esteem issues, playing victim, martyrdom and helplessness. I've seen a
spectrum of narcissism associated with this connection which is essentially an
extremely imploded self identity and very low self regard. Rahu can inflate the
ego (he is smoke and mirrors and very worldly- of this world). Rahu gives his
gaze to five, seven and nine houses away. So if he touches your Moon he can
offer some of his illusions in this way as well. 
 
Nakshatras ruled by Rahu are notorious for high impact. Ardra for example is  
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ruled by Rahu and is symbolized by a tear. There is intense emotion available
through this nakshatra which can be used for many purposes. As with anything, it
is how the experience is used. Do we choose to use our intensity with awareness,
as a tool, or misuse it through ignorance and lack of awareness? Rahu reminds
us to continue our path, to keep walking and to keep working with our shadow
consistently. 
 
Rahu as an Atma Karaka (soul planet) will provide another element to sensitivity.
Since Rahu is the planet of confusion, he can offer uncertainty and getting
tangled up in deception. For sensitive types with Rahu AK, working on issues with
deception and illusion are paramount. 
 
If you have Moon conjunct Ketu or Rahu (in the same house), note that these two
are always seven houses away from each other. Your Moon will be impacted by
both types of sensitivity. For more on Rahu and Ketu and the effects of these
shadow planets go here. 
 
Other Things to Keep in Mind 
 
These are some sensitivity markers for the Moon, but the interaction of Moon,
Saturn, Rahu and Ketu with the rest of the chart, the other planets, and the
houses involved, all play a major role as well. Additionally, Nakshatras connect to
the emotional body, and tithis (Moon phases) are connected to the mental body.
The role of these, as well as the movement of the Moon daily as the nakshatras
and tithis change, will also impact our sensitivity as they interact with our own
personal chart. 
 
Additionally, the individual's dashas (planetary cycles) will increase or decrease
the sensitivity markers within your chart. Keep this in mind as there will be time
periods where you need to be more mindful of your sensitivity- or be forced to! 
 
In case it isn't obvious, the signs ruled by the Moon are sensitive by default. This
includes Cancer, ruled by the Moon and a water sign. Taurus (where Moon is
exalted) is not known for its sensitivity intrinsically, but depending on placement of
the Moon in the chart and other factors, can display signs of sensitivity. Scorpio is
a sensitive sign by default as the Moon is considered debilitated here and it's
connected to the 8th house- the most vulnerable of the twelve houses.  
 
Read more about the sensitive nature of Scorpio here. 
 
Water signs will always be experiencing life from a "feeling" level and will 
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increase sensitivity and receptivity as a result. Water and Moon are intimately
intertwined with our emotional body and felt senses. The water signs include:
Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces. The more water present in the chart- according to
signs, nakshatras and the placement of these, will increase or decrease the
sensitivity. 
 
Also, any planet in one of the hidden houses (6th, 8th or 12th) will make the
planets therein naturally sensitive, more vulnerable as a result, and needing our
extra attention/ intention. The Moon in one of these houses will make its
sensitivity doubly so. Fourth house is the home of our emotions (the heart center
and lungs) as well as Mother, and naturally is ruled by the Moon. Keep in mind
that all planets connected to the fourth house (either natally or by transit) will
impact your relationship with the emotional body. 
 
This information can also be applied to one's navamsa (a 9th house divisional
chart) and should be used to address strengths and weaknesses of the sensitivity
markers. The navamsa relates to the inner realms of a being; how a person
experiences themselves on the inside. In many regards this will share more
details about how a person experiences their sensitivity and the impact it has on
their overall life experience. 
 
With all of this said, it's important realize that the overall chart is a web of
interconnected energies and stories- an imprint of your karmic map. So we must
take a holistic approach when looking at this map. What I've given here are
tendencies, and the many variables at play within the chart, will increase or
decrease the sensitivity of a person based on the feeling level of the Moon, as
well as the rest of the planets. 
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Live in the Moment With This Simple Technique
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Articles: 
 
 
 
Why Your Yoga Practice Doesn't Guarantee Embodiment 

 
Why Isn't the Money Flowing? 
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::: Saraswati Embodied Dharma Coaching ::: 

ABOUT ME
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Hi, I'm Swati, the Embodied Dharma Coach. I help my clients create deeper self
trust, more creativity, thriving and life path clarity- so they can live fully, vibrantly

and in deeper alignment with their passion and purpose.  

"My passion is to help you deepen your self trust,
your inner knowing. When you trust yourself and
your inherent body wisdom, you will make very

different choices in your life. With greater self trust,
you can clarify your life path and purpose- your

Dharma. It is through deepening your self trust that
Dharma strengthens, clarifies and awakens. This is
the reason you are alive in a human body and came
to Earth! Without Dharma, life loses its meaning." 

My sessions and classes use a combination of jyotish (Vedic astrology),
embodiment, somatics, body-centered expressive art therapy, EFT (Emotional
Freedom Technique) and Vedic wisdom. My holistic tool kit is well-rounded, in
order to give you sustainable, lasting results. This combination of modalities is
ideal for helping you move forward quickly, move towards goals and desires with
momentum and clarity,create greater self trust and increase thriving and fulfillment.
I am happy and honored to help you thrive!

Find Out More About My Services and Offerings

The emotional body is my true passion. Without a connection to your feelings and
emotions, you won't have clarity about your needs and desires. Having a
meaningful relationship with your emotional body is required for healing,
transformation and deeper nourishment. A disconnection from the emotional body
results in dis-ease. 
 
For almost a decade, I've helped hundreds of clients clarify their life path and
purpose through deeper self trust and a more embodied connection to their inner
wisdom. The healing journey looks different for everyone, but the outcomes are
clear. When we trust ourselves, we make very different choices in life!  
 
When we know what we need and want, we can create a life of meaning, passion,
nourishment and joy.  

http://www.swatijrjyotish.com/sessions--offerings.html
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In my work with clients, I draw upon my lifelong Vedic education and use my
intuitive skills to navigate the complex layers of each individuals body. Using the
four bodies as the basis of this exploration, I add in psychological, artistic,
energetic and intuitive resources to support my understanding of a clients' needs.
The results are deeper self trust, more emotional depth, clarity for one's path and
purpose, as well as greater healing and transformation on the journey. 
 
In addition to my Vedic studies, art, creativity and animal wisdom, have been life
long passions for me.  As a dancer from an early age, the body has been a
primary resource for me, supporting my creative processes, healing awareness
and life experiences. For almost a decade, I taught yoga and later became a
Masters student of Body-Centered Expressive Art Therapy. This blend of
movement and art bridges my artistic, psychological and somatic understanding-
which I bring into my work with clients. 

Read More About Me

http://www.swatijrjyotish.com/about-swati.html

